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We’re now into the eleventh year since we produced
our first annual report – and for those of you that have
followed us from the very start, you will no doubt
remember that the series was renamed to the Buyer’s
Guide back in 2018. If you happen to be a new reader
of WhichPLM, then we hope that you will find the
topics within this Buyer’s Guide of great interest and of
great value to yourself, your business, and your partners
opera�ng across the end-to-end value-chain.
The team at WhichPLM were involved in the earliest
introduc�ons of digital technologies in Fashion, da�ng
back to the introduc�on of the first personal computers
coming to our sector in the late 1970s. It all started
with the introduc�on of the Commodore Pet, which
was the first PC to find its way onto the factory floor,
helping machinists to improve their sewing
performances, visualising their hourly produc�on
achievements. (Today, we would probably relate this to
gamifying informa�on.) The next phase of PCs came
from IBM with the rollout of the PC XTs that were used
in the early ‘80s to support CAD (pa�ern design,
engineering & marker making), Crea�ve Design
(illustra�ons, print design, texture mapping, room-sets),
CAM (NC cu�ng, numerically controlled cut path
op�misa�on), and of course the forerunner to PLM:
PDM (product data management).
In recent years WhichPLM has been recognised as the
independent fashion and retail PLM authority, based
upon these very roots. Today, WhichPLM con�nues to
be a trusted partner to many of the world’s leading
fashion retailers, brands, sourcing agents and
manufacturers. We spend our �me constantly
researching new technologies, evalua�ng PLM
so�ware, tes�ng new processes with vendors, sharing
thought leadership, wri�ng, and analysing technology
across the en�re end-to-end fashion value-chain.
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Unlike the vast majority of fashion magazines that
mone�se the bulk of their editorial content, WhichPLM
con�nues to stand by its founding mission to provide
educa�onal ar�cles, insights, use cases, vendor press
releases, supplier lis�ngs, and exclusive data rich deepdive Buyer’s Guides (like this one) completely free of
charge for our growing community. It’s always humbling
when we hear from lecturers and their students, and
senior execu�ves all over the world just how much they
value WhichPLM’s contribu�on to the story of
Fashion’s digital history and future. And perhaps more
importantly for our readers, is how this story relates to
the real world, how new technologies can be used
within the apparel industry; our ar�cles are o�en
supported by detailed, proven and tested use-cases.
It's genuinely exci�ng for myself and the team to
con�nue to see our reports and earlier Buyer’s Guides,
da�ng back to 2010, s�ll being downloaded, read, and
shared by thousands of people on a regular basis. In
that �me, our publica�ons have reached junior, middle
& senior execu�ves and stakeholders from the vast
majority of the world’s largest tech-savvy retailers,
brands,
educa�onal
establishments,
global
consultancies, business analysts, best-of-breed solu�on
vendors, venture capitalists and more.
Due to this con�nued accomplishment and the
increasing growth of new technologies coming into the
apparel industry, as some of you will already know, we
decided in March 2020 to launch our latest brand; The
Interline, focusing on everything digital but PLM –
researching and covering some 25 different technology
categories that are adding to the fashion and retail
technology solu�on ecosystems. I’m pleased to report
that The Interline has gone beyond our wildest
expecta�ons and succeeded where other fashion
magazines have not been able to achieve the depth of
technical, use case coverage we have. Coverage that is

not only interes�ng for anyone wishing to keep abreast
of technical developments, but at the same �me is
suppor�ng C-level teams into moving from our ar�cles
to strategic transforma�ons based upon solu�on
excellence.
WhichPLM con�nues to stay focused on PLM, going
deeper into every module, and supported by use case
op�misa�ons, best-prac�ces, and much more – with the
aim to support new and exis�ng prospects to not only
make sense of PLM, but at the same �me to help our
readers to make the right scien�fic choices when it
comes to choosing and implemen�ng a PLM solu�on.
In fact, as in previous years WhichPLM has been
working very hard behind the scenes. We have been
developing and bringing to market a new digital advisory
/ PLM project pack, that includes eleven in-depth
documents designed to help anyone on their PLM
journey – whether it be prospects or current users of
PLM - by following our best-in-class approach and
methodologies. This pack supports businesses from the
early stages of evalua�ng PLM, through to
recommenda�ons on how you should go about
implemen�ng a PLM solu�on. This is truly the most
detailed toolkit available in our sector, having u�lised
WhichPLM’s vast expanse of industry knowledge, and
honed it into 11 easy-to-digest documents.
WhichPLM will go right to the heart of PLM in 2021 and
as always, we will look at what’s coming over the
horizon. Within the new project pack you will find a new
PLM maturity assessment tool, complete with an
updated, 2021 list of modules, sub-processes, and
extended best-of-breed technology ques�ons that we
recommend you should be asking vendors when making
a PLM selec�on or upgrade to your exis�ng PLM
implementa�on. We will report on the changing
architectures and the latest technology trends that can

be integrated as part of a broader PLM solu�on
ecosystem. This will include new modules, process
upgrades, and much more – all of which are rapidly
changing as modern PLM pla�orms con�nue their
journey to cater to the widest possible range of brand
and retail collabora�ons.
Con�nuing our growth over the last decade, I’m
confident that the 2021 PLM Buyer’s Guide will reach
an even wider global audience than ever, and with the
addi�on of The Interline publica�on, I believe this gives
our readership two priceless pla�orms to help you and
your business stay in tune with the growing pace of new
technologies coming to the fashion industry.
My team and I are incredibly lucky to work as advisors
with many of the world’s leading retailers and brands,
and their amazing likeminded people, that con�nue to
experiment, evaluate and implement some of the most
advanced technologies the world has to offer. Every
year these new vendors increase in their numbers, they
excite with their amazing capabili�es that can be
delivered far faster than ever before. We have been very
busy researching, understanding new use cases, tes�ng
technology theories, evalua�ng so�ware, and crea�ng
awareness for the many technology newcomers. If you
are one of these new companies that came to
WhichPLM & The Interline over the last twelve months,
thank you. If you have a new, exci�ng technology that
you feel is going to change Fashion processing for the
be�er, then we would love to hear from you; please feel
free to reach out to our Editors at WhichPLM & The
Interline.
Technology has been something of a dual-edged sword
for the fashion industry: it has delivered clear benefits,
but also played its part in crea�ng many of the world’s
problems when linked to CSR (Corporate Social
Responsibility) and Sustainability. I have wri�en on this
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topic in previous Buyer’s Guides, and in my opinion, our
industry is s�ll behind the curve when it comes to the
ma�er of sustainability and the effects that products
have on the environment. It’s �me for retailers, and
brands - together with PLM vendors - to up their game
to help reverse the nega�ve impact of fashion products.
We need to collec�vely move beyond talking and start
the process of doing when it comes to the subject of
sustainability and the effects that our choices have on
the wider environment. We reported last year that the
retail, footwear, and apparel industry con�nued to come
under the firing line for its poor environmental prac�ces
and records – and with the con�nued levels of public
cri�cism retailers and brands urgently need to heed the
warning signs and take real, measurable ac�ons, before
change is forced upon them!
I stand by what I said last year: I believe, more than ever
before, that the technologies we’ve created and helped
to bring to market over the last few decades actually
have the poten�al to solve the problems of sustainability
caused by lower cost produc�on that came about by the
deployment of new technologies (the likes of 2D & 3D,
CAD-CAM, PLM, Cos�ng, Digital Prin�ng & Dyeing,
Factory Planning etc). Because it’s only with a thorough
understanding of the prac�cali�es and costs –
monetary, environmental, and ethical – of their
complete product lifecycles that brands and retailers can
start to take meaningful steps towards making this
urgent change.
We’ve all seen the con�nued increase in the use of 3D,
but if we are honest with ourselves, I feel that the driver
wasn’t only a ma�er of sustainability, but rather to
combat the difficulty of ge�ng access to physical
samples, due to the many challenges brought about by
the effects of the pandemic. Our industry, vendors and
customers of PLM & other solu�ons need to do far more
when it comes to delivering on sustainability and the
environment.
More recently, we have seen the
introduc�on of digital prin�ng and dyeing that can print
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on pre�y much every material type, resul�ng in not only
increased speed, but a massively reduced carbon
footprint and delivering an environmentally friendly
process, dyeing only what’s needed rather than having
to purchase yarn/threads with minimum quan��es that
go to waste.
We really need to rethink what goes into our products,
we need to educate our designers on the choices that
they make and the effects that those choices within the
bill of materials (BOM) have on the environment; we
also need to look beyond design to how we
manufacture our products, the �me it takes, the
quan��es that we order, and we need to be mindful of
who is making our product and ensure that they are
being given a fair living wage. Sustainability is one of the
areas that requires urgent a�en�on; year by year, we
con�nue to hear of the concerns coming from
consumers, NGOs and governments, and yet we see
li�le real ac�on. It’s now beyond �me, and like I’ve said
before, it’s not just fast fashion that caused the
environmental problems, but all fashion and CPG
(consumer packaged goods) sectors, who all shared the
same trend of using new technology and offshoring to
reduce cost and at the same �me turning their products
into commodi�es to a greater or lesser degree.
We are star�ng to see new, exci�ng collabora�ons
between retailers, brands and their value-chain partners.
Businesses con�nue to come under pressure to improve
collabora�ons, and its not only the pandemic that is
driving this change, it’s been evolving for many years even decades. We started to collaborate with PDM and
automa�c faxing, we then moved onto email, followed
by vendor portals with PDF PLM-Tech-Packs, and more
recently value-chain partners have started to use PLM
licenses shared via retailers and brands.
Businesses are star�ng to accelerate supply chain
collabora�ons to be�er align produc�on with demand
trends. Yes, the pandemic has prompted businesses to

fast forward these ini�a�ves that would otherwise have
taken several more years. And it’s not just to the �er 1
manufacturers, but beyond to �er 2 fabric suppliers, �er
3 mills, �er 4 yarn producers, and �er 5 fibre producers.
It’s no longer just produc�on flow data that is important,
but also informa�on flowing between each �er that will
add value to the chain.
The extended technology ecosystem is ready to
enhance current methods of communica�on. We’ve all
experienced the shi� from a world of total physical
touch-and-feel samples and components to a new
world of digital product crea�on that mirrors the
physical world. And I’m certainly not sugges�ng that we
shouldn’t use physical samples or meet face-to-face;
what I’m sugges�ng is that we must compensate for the
lack of physical and on-site interac�ons with new
collabora�on methods, and at the same �me con�nue
to extend the virtual.
Today retailers, brands and their value-chains have an
opportunity to use technology to build stronger
collabora�ons around the topics of improved quality,
near-�me transparency, on-demand, sustainability, and
fair labour.
I hope that you find this year’s PLM Buyer’s Guide of
great interest and value and I welcome you to read our
opening editorials, our latest vendor research, and the
PLM trends to expect in 2021 and beyond. And I invite
you to visit The Interline to learn more on the new and
up and coming technologies that are helping to support
fashion’s lifecycle.
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HOW A.I. IS SUPPORTING
DESIGN &
MANUFACTURING
We’ve wri�en a lot about Ar�ficial Intelligence (AI) and Machine
Learning (ML) over the last couple of years, as it’s moved from
an ‘in the future’ posi�on to one of the single biggest
revolu�onary technologies to come to the market. In fact, we
set the scene in last year’s (2020) Buyer’s Guide in our piece
en�tled ‘What’s Next for PLM: 2020 & Beyond’.
Now, it’s �me to ramp up the use of AI & ML across fashion’s
value-chain.
My career in fashion technology has spanned four decades, and
during much of this �me fashion businesses have been handling
their opera�ons and business analysis manually, combing over
spreadsheets for days on end, analysing recent sales at the
beginning of each week - resul�ng in increased labour costs and
endless piles of paperwork, or at best entered onto
spreadsheets, all the while delivering sub-op�mal results. The
modern era of AI is already making drama�c changes when it
comes to �me and efficiency. Today we can expect fashion
companies to analyse sales daily rather than weekly, with some
of the fastest performers looking to analyse live sales data,
seeing results within a ma�er of hours. All of which is being
powered by the introduc�on of Ar�ficial Intelligence tools.

The ever-expanding defini�on
It’s almost impossible to read a technology-related ar�cle
without reading some men�on of AI and/or Machine Learning.
But, what exactly is AI? Well, in it’s most basic defini�on, AI is
intelligence demonstrated by machines, rather than by humans.
It’s when a digital system is able to perform tasks that would
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usually require human intelligence. And it’s really a
catch-all umbrella term for many different aspects of
technology: the IoT, augmented reality, machine or
‘deep’ learning, robo�cs, business intelligence, delivered
by algorithms and programming. If we think about the
human intelligence it may be replica�ng (or replacing)
we’re talking about things like visual percep�on,
decision-making, or speech recogni�on – with an
obvious example here being smart home devices. AI can
mean different things to different people and will be
different, again, depending on the use case or context
that it is being discussed in.
And the defini�on(s) are expanding every day, to
encompass new (and not-so-new) technologies. The
expanding defini�ons include the likes of: augmented
transi�on networks, automated reasoning, cogni�ve
modelling, decision problems, expert systems, heuris�c
search, machine learning, means/ends analysis, natural
language, understanding, produc�on rule systems,
resolu�ons, robo�cs, seman�cs, speech understanding,
theorem proving – with more being added by the day. If
we take a second to think about the sheer scope of an
AI defini�on, it’s no wonder AI is becoming one of the
greatest technology revolu�ons of our �me.

What can we use AI for?
So, in our industry, how might we start (or in many cases,
con�nue) using AI as part of the broader fashion
technology stack? Well, there are actually a mul�tude of
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op�ons – too many, in fact, to cover here in the level of
detail that would be required from any businesses in
RFA (Retail, Footwear & Apparel) that are considering AI
as an end-to-end business pla�orm ecosystem. So, we’ll
hone in on a few examples.
Firstly, let’s take the data itself. Even if we have an AI
engine, unless we have a consistent flow of cleansed
data to fuel that engine, then we will not be able to get
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that far on our AI journey. Ul�mately, AI is about making
sense of the sea of data (yes, no longer is data in a lake,
it’s more like an ocean) and to make sense of it the data
needs to be structured, cleansed and tagged (described
and labelled) in the form of concise descrip�ons, text,
searches, filters, dates, seasons, and lists of all data
types including eCommerce, PLM/PIM/DAM libraries,
product image types, shapes, parts that can all be
tagged, videos, speech, sounds, and in fact any data that
is used inside or outside the business.

and buying behaviour to iden�fy the best channels, �me
and price to list your products, with the goal of selling at
full margin, rather than going down the tradi�onal route
of discoun�ng. This can save hours or even days of
pouring over sales spreadsheets, analysing the data and
report wri�ng. AI will help retailers and brands to
accelerate sales and work on those products that will
deliver maximum margins and profits for the business.

The data can also be unstructured in today’s world of
‘big data’. Unstructured data is the most abundant; it sits
inside and outside of your business linked to your valuechain partners. It’s so prolific because unstructured data
could be anything: media, imaging, audio, sensor data
coming from IoT devices located in hardware and
so�ware solu�ons, text data, and much more.
Unstructured simply means that it is datasets (typically
large collec�ons of files) that aren’t stored in a
structured database format. Unstructured data has an
internal structure, but it’s not predefined through data
models. It might be human generated, or machine
generated in a textual or a non-textual format, and it
may come from the web via web scrapes that will allow
sales and marke�ng teams to skim the websites of their
compe�tors, using AI/ML and natural language
processing to search, extract and iden�fy compe��ve
informa�on coming from unstructured web pages.

AI is already using data to make sense of what’s
happening in the world and in business. As men�oned
above, in the future you will think of AI as your personal
assistant that will help you to compile your daily
workload. Let’s say, for example, you have to design
several tops that should be based upon last season’s
best sellers. In this case, you would ask your AI assistant
to go and find you the best performing tops from the
previous season (last week, month, or quarter) and then
ask your ‘assistant’ to automa�cally look for similar
product visuals, even going down to breaking each
image into precise visual style a�ributes, materials,
colours that can then go onto sugges�ng similar
products from your own style lis�ng or even coming
from your compe�tors’ websites - ul�mately ensuring
that your customers are ge�ng exactly what they’re
looking for.

AI is already heavily used in eCommerce, to make
intelligent
product
recommenda�ons,
helping
customers to visualise products. Cobots (collabora�ve
robots) are collabora�ng with humans – ac�ng as your
AI assistants in the office - helping teams with their daily
to do list (TDL) tasks. Cobots are now used in different
fields, like suppor�ng shoppers with product queries or
providing styling sugges�ons based upon the shopper’s
history and profile details. Intelligent machine learning
algorithms can analyse the latest sale trends together
with your product offerings, sales channels, customers

Your personal assistant

Another example might be to use AI to search for
materials that fall to within +/- 5% of the original cost or
composi�on and that also offer the best sustainability
scoring. Then perhaps you could ask AI to create 20 new
colourway op�ons in the background while you start to
create new styling details based upon the previous style
a�ributes. You might even ask AI to look at the latest
compe��on offering calling out the silhoue�e or styling,
previous returns analysis, or posi�ve and nega�ve
comments coming from social media.

Assistants exist to do just that: assist. Cortana,
Microso�’s intelligence assistant, has already been
asked 18 billion ques�ons since launch.
Over �me your AI assistant will learn yours or your
company’s likes and dislikes; it will start to recognise
pa�erns of behaviour, it will be able to perform webbased searches based upon the context provided by the
users, or deep in your solu�ons and the computer being
used to enter the query. Ul�mately it comes down to
the exactness of the results based upon how valuable
they are to your organisa�on and the individual users.
Over �me, AI will be con�nually tweaked and tested to
improve its accuracy and knowledge of all the data types
that it learns to recognise, and even teach itself.
Algorithms are already suppor�ng buyers and
merchandisers, and it won’t be long before these roles
will trust AI to analyse the previous season’s results,
recommending latest buy plans, with all the complexi�es
that you can imagine are currently undertaken by
seasoned, experienced professionals, but now in a
frac�on of the �me taken by people.
Like many industries the fashion industry is already
star�ng to benefit from AI, in the form of predic�ve
algorithms that in some cases are already in use and
others will follow that will be able to predict the next
order levels, size ranges, collec�on of styles, product
mix, silhoue�e op�ons, material types, colour op�ons,
cost scenarios, sampling, cut-order plans, material
batching (shades and widths) leading to automa�c
marker making, a range of manufacturing planning
op�ons, and sustainability scores - to name just some of
the poten�al opportuni�es.
And it doesn’t stop at the factory. AI & machine learning
technologies can be used to improve logis�cs by
op�mising shipment methods (sea, air, road), container
planning, mixed shipments, and routes, helping to
reduce inclusive shipping costs.
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So, what are some of the cri�cal tasks of using AI, that
will help the fashion sector to streamline the end-to-end
workflow?

perform the op�misa�ons, buyers and merchandisers
will con�nually learn and tweak the algorithms to
improve their accuracy (hit rates) and recommenda�ons.

Knowing your customers (KYC) today

The best thing about AI algorithms is that they are
designed by humans that are con�nuously learning from
the evolving pa�erns and insights.

Obviously cri�cal is the speed and accuracy of
interpre�ng consumer behaviours. Humans can’t
possibly compute the op�ons and accuracy that can be
delivered by AI assistants. As we have already stated,
retailers and brands are going to need to mine vast
amounts of rich data in ‘near’ real-�me, analyse pa�erns
and insights which will feed ML algorithms to help
support merchandising, buying and design decision
making, development, manufacturing and logis�cs. AI,
together with ML, is already playing a crucial role in
helping retailers deliver stellar customer experiences
across different fashion channels.
AI enables retailers and brands to understand day-today, or even minute-by-minute, changes in consumer
behaviour linked to every interac�on with a given
business. It empowers the first movers of AI to filter
through hundreds of parameters such as our likes &
dislikes, our favourites, past buying pa�erns, gender
type, loca�on, interests, sizing data, returns data, and
spending power etc., and then uses the resul�ng datainsights to provide suitable product recommenda�ons
to each customer.
Ul�mately the goal is to predict a consumer’s behaviour
and create a posi�ve experience that leads to new sales
based upon current demand pa�erns, and of course
being faster and sustainable at the same �me. To be
able to accomplish these tasks, a prerequisite will be the
use of large amounts of data. In a nutshell, today’s
smartest retail AI implementa�ons are plainly, predic�on
machines that use algorithms (a process or set of rules
to be followed in calcula�ons or other problem-solving
opera�ons, by a computer) to analyse large datasets, in
order to op�mise the goal of selling fashion and as they
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Where does PLM come into it?
So, how might we benefit from using AI integrated with
PLM and other best-of-breed design & development
and manufacturing solu�ons? There are, again, too many
poten�al op�ons for this within fashion to include here,
so we will share a few poten�al examples. As we have
already wri�en, we can use the sales demand inputs
coming from AI to support trend and design, but we can
also use AI to help sourcing of produc�on and to
balance the manufacturing throughput of our joint
value-chain partners, using the same AI algorithms to
not only accurately predict trends and designs, but to
plan detailed produc�on throughputs. This would be
using a combina�on of future sales demand curves
calculated within the merchandise planning solu�on,
pushing results to designers in the form of the
assortment, at the same �me allowing sourcing and
development to share future material requirements with
manufacturers to get ahead with acquiring the bill of
materials, developing samples, material and product
tes�ng, machinery set-up, capacity planning (machines
and human resources), monitoring work-in-progress
(WIP), quality assurance tes�ng and real-�me repor�ng.
AI is not only helping buyers, merchandisers and
designers, but going forward AI has the poten�al to
revolu�onise how developers using PLM will be able to
search for image assets, products, colourways,
pa�erned materials, accessories, and even the
automa�on of PLM product templates that are manually
developed today.
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data elements to move into the sampling process and
quality assurance tes�ng based upon the metrology of
the shoe, in this case, including the inside component
measurements of the finished product. And this is just
one example of a new AI use case that is finding its way
into the fashion sector.

Accelera�ng the use of AI
The fashion value-chain is moving towards a �me where
AI in business will become as integral as your mobile
phone or your home automated assistant in your
personal life. PLM con�nues to grow with new modules
and applica�ons that are all built to u�lise the vast
amounts of data held within a typical solu�on. In order
to deliver on AI within PLM and linked to suppor�ng
technology solu�ons, PLM vendors must accelerate the
use of AI within each of their solu�ons and create a set
of open APIs to allow the data to be used by suppor�ng
technologies that will be able to operate seamlessly
together. This approach will deliver enormous
efficiencies for each and every value-chain partner. The
good news is that some vendors are currently ahead of
the game and are using AI with contextual / visual
search. It’s now �me to take the next step in reexamining the end-to-end use case of AI opera�ng
within PLM.
We can only imagine that, in the next 2-3 years, it will
be as common as the kind of AI tools you use within
your mobile phones or smart home devices today.
_______________________
Turn the page to read more on our thoughts around open
APIs, and systems opera�ng seamlessly together.
Or to learn more about the various technologies in our everexpanding world, turn to ‘The Evolving Extended
Ecosystem’ near the end of this publica�on.
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SPEED & EFFICIENCY;
CAN WE HAVE
IT ALL?
When it comes to implemen�ng PLM (and other
pla�orms in the extended digital ecosystem) there is a
great deal of considera�on to take into account, before
running ahead with implemen�ng one piece of what will
be a complex puzzle of interoperable solu�ons. One
crucial considera�on is around the sheer amount of
administra�on �me involved: namely �me on
prepara�on
(the
pre-implementa�on
gathering,
standardisa�on and cleansing of data that ul�mately
can, and will, be used by other interconnected solu�ons
and pla�orms).
And another is around integra�on.
As digital ecosystems become more and more complex,
adding more and more solu�ons, we need to carefully
consider how we can make this complex infrastructure
as seamless as possible. Especially when it comes to
crea�ve teams that won’t want to be burdened with
spending endless �me on administra�on tasks - all they
really want to do is to draw a quick sketch of a new idea
with some basic measurements and a few callouts
highligh�ng make-up details. It’s in this case that
crea�ve teams o�en see PLM as a burden, rather than
as a speedy and efficient crea�ve medium.

Less is more
We have now reached a point where vendors of PLM
and other extended technologies need to rethink their
data models and integra�ons. We need to allow mul�ple
role types to use their exis�ng best-of-breed so�ware,
that should then interoperate seamlessly with PLM (or
with each other).
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We should ques�on the value that PLM brings at certain
stages of the design, development and manufacturing
processing, and if it simply doesn’t make sense or the
administra�on overhead is too much of a burden, then
we need to carefully consider allowing certain
opera�ons to con�nue outside of PLM - un�l we can
ensure that the process is both seamless and painless!
To deliver on this goal, PLM vendors must carefully
analyse the �me taken to create new products outside
of PLM, and at the same �me measure the inputs and
outputs required to deliver the end result. By
conduc�ng this careful study, all par�es involved will be
able to measure what goes in to crea�ng and what
comes out as the finished ar�cle, and the level of �me
and administra�on that’s involved in the end-to-end
process.
Another output is the risk involved; for example, when
we do things fast, we some�me compromise data
integrity. Things don’t always get recorded or stored in
the righ�ul place, we may select colours or materials
that are not yet approved, or we don’t fully document
the details that will enable those receiving the output to
act upon the task without the need of having to come
back to the originator for further clarifica�on.
Now, having said all of this (and obviously not being able
to go into the micro-level detail of what’s involved in
taking a product from concept to finished sample), we
can’t honestly and easily compute the answer that best
makes sense for every business type or use-case. What
we can assume is that those businesses that operate on
what we’ll call a “lighter touch” (e.g. less details used and
shared with your internal or external partners), may
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discover that their crea�ve teams may find PLM
somewhat of a struggle. Unless, of course, there are
seamless, interoperable interfaces opera�ng between
the designers solu�on(s) stack, including for example:
Trend Research, Assortment/Range Planning, 2D
Crea�ve Design (knit & weave), 2D Adobe Crea�ve
Suite, 2D Pa�ern Design & Engineering, 3D Design &
Development, Materials & Colour Management. As you
can already see this is a challenging integra�on ques�on
and something only the PLM vendor in ques�on and the
best-of-breed so�ware providers will be able to answer
- and only a�er careful studying, recording, measuring
and analysing of the current ‘As-Is’ process by all par�es.
It’s only then that you can move to the next logical step
of comparing the current method of analysis with an
integrated, interoperable approach and �mings.
On the surface, interfacing everything with PLM sounds
like the perfect solu�on. But that’s too simplis�c. Why
burden users with unnecessary administra�on when the
value is not proven? It’s important to know your facts, so
that the vendors of PLM and other solu�ons will be able
to onboard new users, knowing that it may appear that
there is more administra�on involved, but in fact once
you study the total �me involved in opera�ng in the
current ‘As-Is’, disconnected model versus the
interoperable model, you may find that there is a clear
benefit case for one way or the other. And it’s not just
about speed, but also the efficiency and quality that the
process brings to the en�re lifecycle of a product.

The co-design model
So far, we’ve only men�oned ‘lighter touch’ businesses.
The challenge becomes even greater for those
companies that operate a ‘quick turnaround’ business
model, like those opera�ng in fast fashion. They don’t
have the �me to input every li�le detail and they
operate on a very lite Tech-Pack – a summary version, if
you like, that is made up of a style summary providing
key details like product type, gender, season, sample
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size, style number, PO number, image(s), limited styling
details, a couple of suppor�ng sketches, basic artwork
image(s), size range, key measurements, main materials,
target delivery dates, and costs. That’s pre�y much
what’s required by a ‘co-design’ model, with the
remainder of the product details added by partner
factories in what we could class as a co-design
rela�onship. The final specifica�on is usually no more
than three or four pages or page views combined,
whereas a brand that is responsible for every li�le detail
of a product would be responsible for quadruple the
amount of informa�on held within the Tech-Pack and
would be fully responsible for the en�re lifecycle details,
down to the actual shade of thread used within the
finished product.
Being fast comes with its own unique challenges around
quality issues – issues that can be found in materials,
colours, sizing, or quality approvals. Ul�mately there is a
trade-off for speed, and there’s no way around the fact
that you simply only get out what you put into a product,
and if quality is a cri�cal requirement for your products
then you will require a level of detail and integra�on(s)
what will enable your teams to deliver on the targeted
results.

Increasing APIs
The compromise for both business types is to increase
the amount of applica�on programming interfaces (APIs)
within a business, out to the majority of best-of-breed
solu�ons that are used as part of a product’s design,
development and manufacturing workflow.
Today, we o�en see PLM vendors publishing press
releases to WhichPLM announcing APIs to a certain 2D
CAD or 3D solu�on. Although this might be a great
news story for both the PLM and 2D/3D solu�on
provider, it doesn’t answer any ques�ons for users of
other 2D, 3D or best-of-breed technology solu�ons that
are not on any PLM vendor’s API development roadmap.

A perfect example of successful API use when it comes
to PLM is with the Adobe Crea�ve Suite – specifically
with Adobe Illustrator for sketching. And the obvious
reason for this success is that the vast majority of the
world’s retailers, brands, and manufacturers all have one
thing in common: they all use Adobe Illustrator for
product sketching. But if you look at the 3D landscape
in a similar way, then you could be in one of ten different
3D camps. Not everybody uses the same 3D solu�on,
and this is further exacerbated if you design and develop
mul�ple product types. A company working with apparel
knitwear will need different 3D capabili�es than one
working with footwear …or with jewellery, or hard
goods. Different businesses require different 3D
systems to support their mul�-product workflows.

So, what’s the answer?
We genuinely believe it’s a fairly simple one: the PLM
community must carefully consider developing standard,
open APIs that will enable PLM solu�ons to integrate to
other generic pla�orms, including 2D & 3D solu�ons.
You might be wondering what we mean by an ‘open’
API? To help answer this ques�on, let’s start by
explaining the differences between a closed and an
open API.
A private (i.e. closed) API is between two solu�on
providers. An example might be a PLM vendor crea�ng
an API to interface with a 3D solu�on on behalf of their
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rollout of PLM to mul�ple sector types.
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Following the success of the Adobe Suite integra�on,
3D is, in our opinion, the next best star�ng point, but all
par�es will need to mul�ply their combined efforts to
support the need to create a generic set of APIs (simple,
intermediate and advanced) to the leading best-ofbreed 3D pla�orms.
We don't expect the issue of open APIs to be resolved
overnight, but unless there's a drama�c shi� in the
mindset of all vendors to define a common open API
roadmap, then the industry will con�nue to progress
very slowly indeed.
Let’s be clear – the issue of interfaces is not hal�ng PLM
progress alone. Some�mes it comes down to things like
poor user interface or experience (UI/UX). People want
the latest and most aesthe�c solu�ons; nobody wants
to use a solu�on that is obviously way behind the �mes
and, even if the func�onality is rich, o�en�mes we see
people turning away and finding workarounds to avoid
using so�ware systems - PLM or other - that are not
keeping up to date with the latest UI/UX trends.
Another reason for PLM solu�ons not being rolled out
fully and u�lised across the en�re value-chain comes
down to lack of training, including the lack of tes�ng a
users’ understanding of just how the PLM so�ware was
designed and configured for their business. It may be
that a par�cular task may take longer to complete when
using a PLM solu�on, but for the next task inline, the
process may be much faster or complete in terms of the
required data that will enable each task to accelerate
through the lifecycle.
When it comes to understanding so�ware packages,
how many people do you know that can honestly say
they know the full workings of something as common as
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the Microso� Office Suite? The answer is very few, if
any, and survey results confirm that businesses are only
scratching the surface when it comes to u�lising the full
capabili�es of so�ware solu�ons. And PLM is no
different; we need to train people and then test their
understanding to ensure that they are maximising the
full poten�al of what a PLM solu�on can deliver for their
business.
PLM has become very complex over the years and,
going forward, we can expect this level of complexity to
con�nue with added integra�ons to other third party
applica�ons that, combined, will add value to the
interconnected solu�on pla�orms. Therefore, going
forward, implementa�on teams will require both training
on the configured solu�on, and on integrated thirdparty pla�orms, followed by deeper user training and
tes�ng to ensure that the so�ware is known,
understood and prac�ced as it was intended to be!

The call for seamless integra�ons
To enable efficient, seamless integra�ons opera�ng
across the end-to-end value-chain, PLM vendors and
best-of-breed solu�on providers need to come together
to create a set of integra�on use-case scenarios. In turn,
these can be linked to the development of generic APIs
that, once complete, will accelerate the integra�on and
uptake of PLM and best-of-breed solu�ons opera�ng
throughout the en�re lifecycle of a product.
It’s �me to step back and consider the big picture, and if
the solu�on providers from both sides need a helping
hand, we are always here to serve the fashion sector’s
best interest.
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YOUR PLM
PROJECT
PACK
Since we founded WhichPLM in 2008, our mission has
been to educate our industry on RFA (Retail, Footwear, &
Apparel) PLM. This includes latest industry news,
interviews with influen�al players, informa�ve &
educa�onal editorial, coverage on emerging technologies
and trends, vendor updates (around so�ware as well as
business-wide), deep-dive evalua�ons, yearly PLM Buyer’s
Guides like this one, online training courses and thought
leadership linked to PLM & best-of-breed solu�ons. It also
includes tailored advice to many retailers, brands and
manufacturers working in fashion.
Last year was a difficult year for many of us. And for many,
issues in the crea�on, development, management and
produc�on of our product lines came to the forefront.
Although inves�ng in any kind of technology in 2021 may
seem worrisome, we believe that it’s vital for survival, and
that the benefits of implemen�ng a PLM system far
outweigh the challenges – especially as we start to operate
within a new business model.
But, even with access to Buyer’s Guides like this one, if
you’ve ever embarked on (or began to research) a PLM
project you’ll know how difficult it can be to know where
exactly to begin.
And so we wanted to make that process as easy as
possible for our community this year, no ma�er if you are
a small start-up, a medium business that’s managed fairly
well without PLM, or you’re an interna�onal retailer or
brand that is looking to upgrade an exis�ng PLM solu�on.

business beginning (or looking to begin) a PLM project this
year.
This pack includes:
•

What is PLM?

•

Poten�al Benefits of PLM

•

WhichPLM’s Guidance for your Business Type(s)

•

What Should a PLM Project Team Look Like?

•

What to Expect from Your PLM Journey (some
FAQs)

•

Top Ten Things to Consider Ahead of a PLM
Implementa�on

•

PLM Architecture (a Breakdown)

•

Assessment for Best-Prac�ce Solu�ons
(Checklist)

•

PLM Process Mapping

•

Best Prac�ces to get PLM-ready

•

Expert PLM Implementa�on Timeline

So, if you’re looking to start your PLM journey, or are
simply interested in learning more about what PLM could
realis�cally do for your business, please visit our Project
Pack page here, where you can read up further on each of
the 11 materials available.

So, as men�oned previously, we’ve compiled ‘PLM’s Digital
Journey to Success; Your Project Pack’ containing some
essen�al, and frankly incredibly helpful, documents for any
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PLM VENDOR PROFILES
Beginning with the very first Customer Survey in
2010, our publica�ons have been considered
essen�al reading for any brand, retailer or
manufacturer preparing for a PLM project – at
least in part because they contained the most
comprehensive lis�ngs of key PLM vendors to be
found anywhere.
We are thrilled to be able to publish the vendor
lis�ngs that follow – o�en referred to as the
“PLM bible” by project teams undergoing the
difficult task of shortlis�ng and selec�ng a
solu�on – to the widest possible audience,
allowing everyone to make the most informed
choice possible. Each profile contained in this
sec�on collects sta�s�cs, insights, and opinions
exclusive to WhichPLM, and are designed to
collec�vely serve as an introductory tool for any
fashion organisa�on looking to be�er
understand the regional and mul�na�onal
players that make up the PLM market in the
financial year 2020/21.
To make this shortlis�ng exercise simpler, we
started in 2015 to apply more stringent inclusion
criteria to ensure that the vendors who appear in
these lis�ngs played a demonstrable regional or
global role in the RFA PLM market for the year in
ques�on. The same criteria have been carried
through with each publica�on. So while smaller
vendors may appear in the market itself (and
may, indeed, be the right choice for a certain
type of customer) these lis�ngs are purposefully
confined only to those vendors who are making
sufficient impact to actually steer the industry in
a meaningful sense.
On the surface it may appear as though this kind
of first-stage filtering of the global pool of
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vendors serves to ar�ficially reduce choice, but
it’s important to remember that of the forty or
more so�ware vendors that claim to sell PLM for
fashion, only a frac�on actually offer what
WhichPLM and other analysts consider to be a
modern PLM product, and only these merit
inclusion in a WhichPLM publica�on. Some
vendors, for example, con�nue to sell outdated
PDM so�ware with a PLM sales pitch, while
others who adver�se PLM func�onality actually
be�er qualify as providers of extended PLM –
par�cularly those in the area of supply chain
management and planning. Other vendors
whose so�ware does meet the criteria we set
out instead fell short of our minimum RFA sector
turnover requirements, voluntarily excused
themselves from lis�ng, or were revealed during
WhichPLM advisory engagements to lack the
apparel industry exper�se or experience to merit
inclusion on prospec�ve customers’ selec�on
lists.
Although any PLM vendor is welcome to submit
its product and services to a WhichPLM Supplier
Evalua�on, this sec�on is restricted only to those
vendors who we know to be making con�nued
research, development and investment efforts,
and who are invested in the apparel industry
either en�rely, or as a strong element of a
broader industry por�olio.
For vendors that cater to two or more different
industries (i.e. another ver�cal alongside their
presence in fashion and retail), the figures that
appear in the following pages are confined to the
sale, development and support of core PLM for
the retail, footwear and apparel industry only.
Similarly, where a vendor markets a range of
products to the apparel industry - as is the case

with vendors of CAD/CAM, pa�ern making so�ware,
three-dimensional design, and other components of
the extended product development environment - we
have disregarded data and resourcing that falls outside
the scope of this sec�on’s PLM focus.
In the following pages, we present overall customer
figures, resource alloca�on by region, and the ra�o of
internal to external users as supplemental to the core
customer data that has always been the backbone of
our vendor lis�ngs. Where “N/A” appears, it denotes
that the vendor in ques�on was unable or unwilling to
provide the relevant informa�on. “N/A” should be read
as “not publically disclosed”.
Elsewhere, our vendor profiles con�nue the tradi�on
of asking each listed supplier to provide their own
insight into what they feel has differen�ated them
from their core PLM compe�tors this year, and to
explain what they see as the prominent emerging
trends for the near future. In a year plagued by a global
pandemic, these sec�ons are perhaps more crucial
then ever in our 2021 publica�on.
Where actual sales to new customers are concerned
we remind readers that despite our best efforts
towards verifica�on and completeness, these lists
cannot be exhaus�ve. Many of the suppliers listed
here have made sales that have not been disclosed to
the public, either through reasons of brand secrecy, or
because those implementa�ons have not yet reached
agreed milestones at which they can be discussed in
public forums. We have afforded suppliers the
opportunity to number but not name these customers,
provided their iden��es have been disclosed to the
WhichPLM team under the terms of a non-disclosure
agreement.

The final accuracy of these customer lists, too, remains
the responsibility of each individual vendor. Just as we
have in previous years, the WhichPLM team rebuffed
a�empts by suppliers to pass off non-PLM customers,
non-apparel or CPG crossover customers, and
customers whose contracts were signed far outside
the 2020/21 period as valid inclusions for these
pages. We are happy to report, though, that this
prac�ce occurs less and less frequently with each
passing year. Where vendors chose instead to stand
by their ini�al submissions, WhichPLM holds wri�en
confirma�on from each of these suppliers that the
customer lists displayed in their vendor profile are
accurate, despite our own misgivings.
Although we do thank the overwhelming majority of
vendors for their honesty, nothing in the vendor
profiles or adver�sements that follow should be
considered as an endorsement of any par�cular PLM
vendor. Even today, when low-cost, low-risk
subscrip�ons are becoming the preferred way to buy
PLM, all prospec�ve customers should be seeking a
viable and sustainable long-term partner. This means
shortlis�ng and selec�ng on the basis of financial
stability, exper�se, experience, and demonstrable
investment in their PLM product. A vendor who is able
to share these details and be candid about their
performance and roadmap is clear about their
willingness to engage in the kind of frank, open
partnership that a truly successful PLM project
demands.
Readers are invited, a�er finishing this sec�on, to turn
to our consultancy lis�ngs to con�nue building their
picture of the apparel technology landscape, or to visit
the WhichPLM website to see whether their newly
shortlisted supplier(s) has submi�ed their solu�on for
an impar�al WhichPLM Supplier Evalua�on.
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Financial Year 2020/21
www.bamboorose.com

+ 10

NEW CUSTOMERS OF RFA PLM

102

OVERALL NUMBER OF ACTIVE CUSTOMERS
of PLM within the RFA industry, excluding customers cited as new in
2020/2021

115,000

TOTAL NUMBER OF INTERNAL USERS
WORLDWIDE

185,000
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NUMBER OF RESOURCES SPECIFICALLY
ENGAGED IN R&D
TOTAL NUMBER OF RESOURCES FOCUSED ON
THE RFA INDUSTRY BY REGION:
(Excluding those cited as R&D-specific resources aside.)
North America:

La�n America:

62

0

EMEA:

APAC:

21

25

TOTAL NUMBER OF EXTERNAL USERS
WORLDWIDE

TELL US WHAT YOU FEEL HAS CHANGED
AND/OR ADVANCED IN YOUR PRODUCT
OFFERING THIS YEAR TO DIFFERENTIATE YOUR
COMPANY FROM OTHERS IN THE RFA PLM
MARKET.

TELL US WHAT YOU BELIEVE ARE THE MOST
IMPORTANT TRENDS SHAPING THE NEAR-TERM
FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY - EITHER IN TERMS
OF TECHNOLOGY OR BROADER MARKET
FORCES.

Bamboo Rose’s focus for the PLM applica�on is to leverage mul�enterprise collabora�on and visibility with business partners to drive
process speed, innova�on agility, and cost transparency.

Consumer expecta�ons are changing every day. RFA and CPG firms must
work in step with their colleagues, suppliers, and supply chain partners to
remain relevant and profitable.

Supplier collabora�on and diversifica�on remain vital as tradi�onal supplier
rela�onships face disrup�on while consumer demand surges during the
pandemic. Buyers can iden�fy the suppliers best able to produce the
products they need through Supplier Recommenda�ons. This tool analyses
suppliers’ capabili�es, audit performance, sustainability metrics,
transporta�on costs, and risk exposure to recommend the best qualified
vendors for product runs.

From a business perspec�ve, a major theme in the market, driven by both
consumer sen�ment and emerging regulatory pressure, centres around
environmental social governance (ESG). Impending regula�ons dictate that
clients must now account for more than just the quality and safety of their
products and materials. They must also take responsibility for product and
packaging recyclability. This requires clients to have deeper transparency
and traceability in terms of product materials and sub-components, as well
as with their extended supply chain partners. Retailers and brands will need
deep cost modelling to respond to these market pressures while
maintaining margins.

Once working with suppliers, clients can leverage Materials Management
to lower costs and reduce waste through visibility between par�es on raw
material, component, and finished good inventory.
Enhanced PLM cost modelling enables designers and buyers to determine
the cost impact of different design and supply chain decisions.
Our Teams and Timelines capability streamlines project management and
ensures partners hit pre-set milestones. The tool also alerts stakeholders if
teams miss milestones. The visual �meline tool allows stakeholders to
easily reference project status or projects at different stage gates.
Clients can tap into 3D tool integra�ons to �ghten supplier itera�on cycles,
reduce physical sampling, and remain resilient amidst remote work.
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From a technology perspec�ve, data intelligence developed in the context
of business needs will be vital in building out organiza�onal resilience.
We’re seeing that clients expect more than just digital insights and alerts
into PLM process delays and hidden costs. They also need so�ware tools
that suggest recommended ac�ons and simulate con�ngency scenarios.
It’s only with this type of data intelligence that stakeholders can make
decisions confidently in minutes and hours rather than days and weeks.

Financial Year 2020/21
www.centricso�ware.com
www.domain.com
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TELL US WHAT YOU FEEL HAS CHANGED
AND/OR ADVANCED IN YOUR PRODUCT
OFFERING THIS YEAR TO DIFFERENTIATE YOUR
COMPANY FROM OTHERS IN THE RFA PLM
MARKET.

TELL US WHAT YOU BELIEVE ARE THE MOST
IMPORTANT TRENDS SHAPING THE NEAR-TERM
FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY - EITHER IN TERMS
OF TECHNOLOGY OR BROADER MARKET
FORCES.
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NEW CUSTOMERS OF RFA PLM, INCLUDING:
Avid Apparel, Bragard USA, Haven Apparel, Herschel Supply, Jainco,

60

NUMBER OF RESOURCES SPECIFICALLY
ENGAGED IN R&D

Komar Brands, LT Apparel, Michael Stars, Rent the Runway

200

OVERALL NUMBER OF ACTIVE CUSTOMERS
of PLM within the RFA industry, excluding customers cited as new in
2020/2021

9,370

TOTAL NUMBER OF INTERNAL USERS
WORLDWIDE

22,500

TOTAL NUMBER OF RESOURCES FOCUSED ON
THE RFA INDUSTRY BY REGION:
(Excluding those cited as R&D-specific resources aside.)
North America:

La�n America:
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APAC:
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TOTAL NUMBER OF EXTERNAL USERS
WORLDWIDE

TELL US WHAT YOU FEEL HAS CHANGED
AND/OR ADVANCED IN YOUR PRODUCT
OFFERING THIS YEAR TO DIFFERENTIATE YOUR
COMPANY FROM OTHERS IN THE RFA PLM
MARKET.

TELL US WHAT YOU BELIEVE ARE THE MOST
IMPORTANT TRENDS SHAPING THE NEAR-TERM
FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY - EITHER IN TERMS
OF TECHNOLOGY OR BROADER MARKET
FORCES.

BlueCherry Next™ PLM is a highly configurable, no-code solu�on designed
to meet the needs of today’s consumer brands, retailers and
manufacturers. With it you can work anywhere, on any device, in any
browser. There is no need to download so�ware or apps. Suitable for SMEs
and scalable for global enterprises, BlueCherry Next PLM is fast, fully
featured and futureproof.

A�er COVID companies learned to collaborate digitally, and PLM became
an essen�al solu�on for their business. While some markets, such as the
U.S., are opening again, many other countries are not. PLM will con�nue to
be crucial to connect brands and retailers with their suppliers.

Benefits include:
•

Global collabora�ve pla�orm that connects designers and
merchandisers with third-party suppliers

•

Access to 3D rendering of designs and materials to reduce speed to
market, allowing companies to replace physical prototypes with 3D
samples

•

The only pla�orm that seamlessly incorporates 3D renders from
product design to B2B and B2C channels

•

Ability to create mood boards and storyboards pre-concept; involve
buyers and consumers for valida�on and input before mass
produc�on

•

Open API integra�ons for full access to the en�re BlueCherry suite
of supply chain solu�ons or third-party tools

BlueCherry Next PLM enables a true concept-to-consumer lifecycle,
helping brands to be successful even during �mes of crisis and heightened
ac�vity. Our open approach, coupled with partnerships from industry
leaders, provides users with the ability to excel.
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Looking ahead, we will see greater product variety, shorter runs and test
runs as companies try different products and then bank on the best
op�ons. Consumers do not want to see endless racks with the same style
on them. They want unique, high-quality products that will last.
Companies are also looking at acquiring or absorbing other brands to enter
new price points and channels.
Factories are rethinking their strategies, se�ng up smaller lines for shorter
runs and accep�ng lower minimums to accommodate new consumer
behaviors.
Also, there will be a more circular PLM model, with everyone working
closer to consumer reac�ons. Designers and buyers will be held more
accountable for sell-through. How did the product sell? Should we produce
it again? Did the consumer like it? Howwas the fit? The best PLM solu�ons
can help businesses capture the right data to understand customer
experiences based on real consumer expecta�ons, feedback and returns.
Then companies can �e the design and development teams to the actual
consumer reac�ons.

Financial Year 2020/21
www.coatsdigital.com

+3

NEW CUSTOMERS OF RFA PLM
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OVERALL NUMBER OF ACTIVE CUSTOMERS
of PLM within the RFA industry, excluding customers cited as new in
2020/2021

3,271

TOTAL NUMBER OF INTERNAL USERS
WORLDWIDE

682

8

NUMBER OF RESOURCES SPECIFICALLY
ENGAGED IN R&D
TOTAL NUMBER OF RESOURCES FOCUSED ON
THE RFA INDUSTRY BY REGION:
(Excluding those cited as R&D-specific resources aside.)
North America:

La�n America:

3

3

EMEA:

APAC:

40

110

TOTAL NUMBER OF EXTERNAL USERS
WORLDWIDE

TELL US WHAT YOU FEEL HAS CHANGED
AND/OR ADVANCED IN YOUR PRODUCT
OFFERING THIS YEAR TO DIFFERENTIATE YOUR
COMPANY FROM OTHERS IN THE RFA PLM
MARKET.

TELL US WHAT YOU BELIEVE ARE THE MOST
IMPORTANT TRENDS SHAPING THE NEAR-TERM
FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY - EITHER IN TERMS
OF TECHNOLOGY OR BROADER MARKET
FORCES.

VisionPLM’s func�onal footprint extends beyond conven�onal PLM,
leveraging Coats Digital’s unparalleled supply chain reach and industry
exper�se to power upstream collabora�on and win where is ma�ers.

We expect no return to “normality” in 2021. We are instead entering a
new world in which sustainable business prac�ces are even more
important for responsible companies than before the pandemic.

Backed by Coats Group, our global reach and local teams empower
customers on their digital transforma�on journey, with business cri�cal
so�ware solu�ons which harness industry best prac�ce and the latest
technology to improve speed/agility, produc�vity/cost and sustainability
across the end-to-end connected fashion supply chain. We help brands
and manufacturers op�mise, connect and accelerate key processes from
product development, sourcing and supply chain planning, to method�me-cost benchmarking, fabric op�misa�on, and produc�on planning and
shopfloor execu�on. Examples of recent VisionPLM advancements
include:

Driven by a mul�tude of forces, from new genera�on consumers, to
culture and value driven employees, sustainable inves�ng, regulators, and
ul�mately profitability, fashion businesses are increasingly recognising the
need to translate sustainability rhetoric and aspira�onal targets into
tangible ac�on. Taking ac�on to embed sustainable business prac�ces and
processes at the heart of a company accelerates progress towards the
urgent environmental and social transforma�on that our industry
desperately requires, as well as driving sustainable, profitable growth.

•

VisionPLM Portal
Powering real �me collabora�on and reducing �me-consuming and
error prone data entry, while retaining approval control and data
integrity. Collaborate on tech packs, cos�ngs, samples, and orders,
leveraging instant messaging and push no�fica�ons.

•

Product Category Customisa�on
Op�mise the unique way in which different product category teams
work, with customizable templates, which reflect different processes
and data points.

•

Super Search
Our enhanced search engine, with “Super Search” provides fast
access to data across VisionPLM, from range planning, tech packs
and cos�ngs, to cri�cal path, orders and produc�on updates.
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Transla�ng sustainability targets into ac�ons and outcomes, requires the
op�misa�on, automa�on and digi�za�on of business cri�cal processes
which support increased agility, more targeted product development, ondemand produc�on, increased efficiency and reduced wastage, as well as
the adop�on of interna�onal standards for sustainable manufacturing
methods and living wages.
PLM is an important part of this journey, but increasingly winning where is
ma�ers means a digital ecosystem of connected, intelligent applica�ons,
embedded with deep industry exper�se, to drive transforma�ve change
and the seamless sharing of data in a collabora�ve, agile, transparent and
sustainable fashion supply chain. #coatsdigital

Financial Year 2020/21
www.gerbertechnology.com

+ 21

NEW CUSTOMERS OF RFA PLM, INCLUDING:
Allen Company, Arc�c Lavvo, Cuts Clothing, Different Regard, Game
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NUMBER OF RESOURCES SPECIFICALLY
ENGAGED IN R&D

Guard, Global Med Group, Hamricks, Luly Yang, Noho, OsloMet,
ProfTool Europe, Samsøe & Samsøe, StreetWear, Title Nine, Tretorn,
Trimtex, Unspun, Volvo (Apparel & Marke�ng), Zes� Organics LLC

254

OVERALL NUMBER OF ACTIVE CUSTOMERS
of PLM within the RFA industry, excluding customers cited as new in
2020/2021

24,481

TOTAL NUMBER OF INTERNAL USERS
WORLDWIDE

TOTAL NUMBER OF RESOURCES FOCUSED ON
THE RFA INDUSTRY BY REGION:
(Excluding those cited as R&D-specific resources aside.)
North America:

La�n America:

49

3

EMEA:

APAC:

33

27

14,166

TOTAL NUMBER OF EXTERNAL USERS
WORLDWIDE

TELL US WHAT YOU FEEL HAS CHANGED
AND/OR ADVANCED IN YOUR PRODUCT
OFFERING THIS YEAR TO DIFFERENTIATE YOUR
COMPANY FROM OTHERS IN THE RFA PLM
MARKET.

TELL US WHAT YOU BELIEVE ARE THE MOST
IMPORTANT TRENDS SHAPING THE NEAR-TERM
FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY - EITHER IN TERMS
OF TECHNOLOGY OR BROADER MARKET
FORCES.

Gerber’s focus remains on agility and ease of adop�on. We con�nue to
deliver new releases every 8 weeks, with 5 new releases delivered from
March 31, 2020 to April 1, 2021. This includes many new features directly
influenced by customer feedback to support their recovery from the global
pandemic.

These are unprecedented �mes with the Global Pandemic reshaping the
industry like never before. Addi�onally, eCommerce and increased
consumer demands, such as for sustainability, are pu�ng addi�onal
pressure on supply chains. The most important compe��ve need we see
for our customers is ‘agility’ - the ability to quickly respond to increasing
change.

During this period we also launched YuniquePLM Fast Start, which
provided a streamlined, preconfigured out-of-the-box, digital product
development solu�on for the SMB market. With low technical demands, it
enables companies to get up and running right away.
Further, our customers benefit from Gerber’s end-to-end solu�on from
concept through produc�on, including integra�on with other Gerber
products and partner solu�ons, such as AccuMark® 2D/3D CAD, or
Adobe.
With the growing number of enhancements to our design and
collabora�ve tools such as YuniquePLM® Design Suite+ BOM Support
and YuSnap+ QRcode connec�vity, @men�ons func�onality, in app
no�fica�ons & banners, and accessible robust API’s, customers stay
connected and share data across their different business func�ons
effortlessly.
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One of the biggest resul�ng trends we are seeing is a push for digitaliza�on.
Working remotely, companies are looking for a solu�on that will allow
them to be fully connected, collaborate and share data between internal
teams and their partners. Addi�onally, with costs rising, they also need to
be able to manage the cost of their designs.
Companies need a solu�on that is easy to adopt and enables rapid change.
From concept through produc�on, Gerber’s ability to automate the cri�cal
processes through the supply chain, meets the need for digitaliza�on while
driving efficiency, shortening development cycle �me and allowing
products to be designed to cost.
At Gerber, our end-to-end digital solu�on not only features our latest
YuniquePLM and 2D/3D CAD solu�ons working together seamlessly, but
empowers companies to integrate other solu�ons via robust set of APIs.

Financial Year 2020/21
www.infor.com

+5

NEW CUSTOMERS OF RFA PLM

35+

OVERALL NUMBER OF ACTIVE CUSTOMERS
of PLM within the RFA industry, excluding customers cited as new in
2020/2021

5,000+

TOTAL NUMBER OF INTERNAL USERS
WORLDWIDE

N/A

N/A

NUMBER OF RESOURCES SPECIFICALLY
ENGAGED IN R&D
TOTAL NUMBER OF RESOURCES FOCUSED ON
THE RFA INDUSTRY BY REGION:
(Excluding those cited as R&D-specific resources aside.)
North America:

La�n America:

N/A

N/A

EMEA:

APAC:

N/A

N/A

TOTAL NUMBER OF EXTERNAL USERS
WORLDWIDE

TELL US WHAT YOU FEEL HAS CHANGED
AND/OR ADVANCED IN YOUR PRODUCT
OFFERING THIS YEAR TO DIFFERENTIATE YOUR
COMPANY FROM OTHERS IN THE RFA PLM
MARKET.

TELL US WHAT YOU BELIEVE ARE THE MOST
IMPORTANT TRENDS SHAPING THE NEAR-TERM
FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY - EITHER IN TERMS
OF TECHNOLOGY OR BROADER MARKET
FORCES.

Infor PLM for Fashion is a mul�-tenant cloud service for fashion brands
with support from idea�on to product. It enables digital collabora�on with
suppliers using PC’s, smartphones, and tablets. We deliver
new innova�ons monthly that customers can adopt at their own pace,
without enduring costly migra�ons. PLM for Fashion is configurable, easy
to implement and intui�ve to use.

We con�nue to see a focus on sustainability but on a deeper level –
consumers will ask for true visibility. They want to understand and get
access to data on how each garment impacts the environment, compliance
to human rights, carbon footprint etc. Another focus area is reducing
waste: from raw material through produc�on to consumers. Consumers
are demanding more circular models such as repair, recycle, resell and rent
to deliver a longer product lifecycle. And to tackle overproduc�on, tailoring
of products and produce on demand are growing.

With today’s conscious consumers you should expect more from your
PLM vendor. It is crucial to include the extended supply chain where
produc�on and supply chain data is �ghtly connected to your products.
This helps giving consumers true visibility and traceability from raw material
to end product using smart tagging, bringing sustainability to next level,
protec�ng your brand.
Our standard PLM cloud service runs on Infor Opera�ng Services, that
comes with document management, workflow, integra�on tools,
homepages, and a data lake for collec�ng data from PLM and other
systems. It gives you a composite pla�orm connec�ng your eco-systems
with the ability to run workflow, repor�ng and analysis across all
systems. You can extend the offering with analy�cs, Machine Learning,
Ar�ficial Intelligence and build your own applica�ons and mobile apps
using the Infor development framework.
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PLM plays an important role to make sure collec�ons are sustainable and
that recyclable or sustainable materials are used. But it doesn’t stop there
– we believe the most forward-thinking brands will need to look beyond
PLM to connect the whole ecosystem, thereby ge�ng access to more data
to share with the market. Smart tagging at source and a common pool of
PLM, produc�on, supply chain and sales data will be something to invest in.
Brands need a strategy for service-oriented offerings in addi�on to selling
products. A modern technology pla�orm that enables mul�ple systems to
connect easily will become a prerequisite to take this exi�ng journey to
the next level.

Financial Year 2020/21
www.lectra.com

+ 25

NEW CUSTOMERS OF RFA PLM, INCLUDING:
Alibaba Xunxi, Atelier Isa, Beams (B Jirushi Yoshida, B MING, Beams+, Beams
Boy, BeAMS Dot, Beams F, Beams Golf, Beams Heart, Beams Lights, Beams
mini, Beams T, Brilla, Carolina Glaser, Demi-Luxe, EFFE, Joieve, Kodomo Beams,
Merrier, Nmts, Ray, Vaporize), Bill Wall Leather, Calzedonia, Hanna Anderson,
IN.CO, Lener Cordier, Marni, Miss Mary, Mitsubishi Corpora�on Fashion,
Nalesso, OVS, Payper wear, Paul Boyé Technologies, Peach John, Pinko, Reima,
RGF, Roveda, Rubelli, Staff Interna�onal, Sunnei, Uniformes Gary’s
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OVERALL NUMBER OF ACTIVE CUSTOMERS
of PLM within the RFA industry, excluding customers cited as new in
2020/2021

19,000

TOTAL NUMBER OF INTERNAL USERS
WORLDWIDE

180

NUMBER OF RESOURCES SPECIFICALLY
ENGAGED IN R&D
TOTAL NUMBER OF RESOURCES FOCUSED ON
THE RFA INDUSTRY BY REGION:
(Excluding those cited as R&D-specific resources aside.)
North America:

La�n America:

20

20

EMEA:

APAC:

165

52

N/A

TOTAL NUMBER OF EXTERNAL USERS
WORLDWIDE

TELL US WHAT YOU FEEL HAS CHANGED
AND/OR ADVANCED IN YOUR PRODUCT
OFFERING THIS YEAR TO DIFFERENTIATE YOUR
COMPANY FROM OTHERS IN THE RFA PLM
MARKET.

TELL US WHAT YOU BELIEVE ARE THE MOST
IMPORTANT TRENDS SHAPING THE NEAR-TERM
FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY - EITHER IN TERMS
OF TECHNOLOGY OR BROADER MARKET
FORCES.

Kubix Link is a cloud-based pla�orm that incorporates PLM, DAM and PIM
func�onali�es that can be easily integrated with other legacy systems such
as ERP, CMS, PCM, and WMS. The solu�on works best when
implemented as a whole – however, to meet specific needs, we are now
offering PIM as a standalone solu�on, with its strengthened capabili�es, to
enable customers to enrich, localize and contextualize their product data
for different online sales channels and social media. Our latest PIM is not
just for data-entry; it helps fashion companies op�mize their informa�on,
by retrieving data directly from the product development teams,
automa�cally adap�ng it to different channel specifici�es, size charts and
languages. This way, informa�on can be entered just once, and marke�ng
teams can keep track of its comple�on process. This accelerates the
product launch process by being a one-stop-shop for all informa�on
coming from different parts of the supply chain.

Due to the ongoing COVID-19 crisis, the consumer buying decision
journey has changed drama�cally, as shoppers no longer browse in person
to make final purchase decisions. They expect comprehensive virtual
experiences and services when it comes to online shopping. Store websites
and marketplaces now func�on as window displays of closed brick-ofmortar stores. Fashion companies now have to be more digitally a�uned,
by presen�ng their brand more carefully and publishing precise product
informa�on online. Today, sizing and fit have to be well displayed online
because companies can lose loyal customers by obliging them to make
returns. Items now have to look not only appealing but also realis�c, with
360-degree videos, automa�c size sugges�ons, together with detailed
material composi�on, sourcing informa�on and sustainability compliance
indexes. A bad return policy can now be a deal breaker for many customers.
Companies need to reevaluate their inventory management system as well
as upskill their staff for them to have more digital capabili�es to meet these
new needs.

Another one of its newest and most exci�ng features is that it can now be
integrated with Retviews, our compe�tor analysis solu�on. Together with
Retviews, Kubix Link’s scope has definitely the most extensive scope on
the market, from benchmarking and planning product assortments to
produc�on.
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With many consumers telecommu�ng right now, we are going through
what McKinsey & Company calls “the casualiza�on of fashion”. In response,
fashion companies have to rethink their product assortment to include
more loungewear, comfortable fabrics, and create more product bundles
out of their excess inventory resul�ng from COVID-19.

Discover
the ultimate
consumer
experience
via an ever-evolving ecosystem
of PLM, PIM, DAM and more.
Join the empowered fashion
collective at lectra.com

Financial Year 2020/21
www.ptc.com

+ 50

NEW CUSTOMERS OF RFA PLM, INCLUDING:
20th Century Studios, AFFOA (Pennsylvania Fabric Discovery Center, Drexel
University), Arabia, Boxine, Caprhone Warehouse, Curry’s PC World,
Dixons Travel, Elgiganten, Elkjøp, ESPN, Fiskars, Freeform, FX, Gilmour,
Ii�ala, Kotsovolos, Lucasfilm, Marvel, Na�onal Geographic, Pixar, Rorstrand,
Royal Albert, Royal Copenhagen, Royal Doulton, Searchlight Pictures,
Stadium, Star Wars, Sweaty Be�y, Walt Disney, Waterford, Wedgwood

154

OVERALL NUMBER OF ACTIVE CUSTOMERS
of PLM within the RFA industry, excluding customers cited as new in
2020/2021

168,790

TOTAL NUMBER OF INTERNAL USERS
WORLDWIDE

180

NUMBER OF RESOURCES SPECIFICALLY
ENGAGED IN R&D
TOTAL NUMBER OF RESOURCES FOCUSED ON
THE RFA INDUSTRY BY REGION:
(Excluding those cited as R&D-specific resources aside.)
North America:

La�n America:

71

5

EMEA:

APAC:

64

13

57,176

FlexPLM® V12
Built for digital product
creation. The most
highly visual, scalable
and secure Retail
PLM solution ever.

TOTAL NUMBER OF EXTERNAL USERS
WORLDWIDE

TELL US WHAT YOU FEEL HAS CHANGED
AND/OR ADVANCED IN YOUR PRODUCT
OFFERING THIS YEAR TO DIFFERENTIATE YOUR
COMPANY FROM OTHERS IN THE RFA PLM
MARKET.

TELL US WHAT YOU BELIEVE ARE THE MOST
IMPORTANT TRENDS SHAPING THE NEAR-TERM
FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY - EITHER IN TERMS
OF TECHNOLOGY OR BROADER MARKET
FORCES.

Recently, PTC released FlexPLM V12 - a landmark release of the retail
industry’s most widely-used PLM pla�orm. Built for remote working and
global collabora�on, V12 introduces several transforma�onal innova�ons:

The fashion, apparel, and consumer goods industries have faced historic
disrup�on, compounded by longstanding challenges and market pressures.
Commercializa�on cycles have been compressed, complex global supply
chains have been stretched, and digital-na�ve consumers dictate the
speed of demand across a shi�ing network of channels.

A new, modern, highly visual, and fully responsive user interface puts
cri�cal processes, features, and ac�onable insights at user’s finger�ps.
Faster naviga�on and op�mized, responsive layouts, eliminate horizontal
scrolling and ‘reflow’ to fit almost any device, keeping users connected
wherever they are.
V12 also introduces Visual Line Collabora�on, giving brand and retail
businesses a turnkey solu�on to digi�zing their line review processes, as
well as empowering them to make smarter forecas�ng and merchandising
decisions, cu�ng line review prepara�on from weeks to hours.
Furthermore, V12 includes industry-first 3D collabora�on features,
enabling companies to seamlessly scale their use of 3D across the en�re
value chain. Best-in-class, bi-direc�onal integra�ons with leading 3D
design tools such as Browzwear and CLO provide an end-to-end digital
product crea�on workflow. These deep and feature-rich integra�ons allow
designers to tap into full PLM func�onality from their 3D workspace.
And in a fast-moving and rapidly changing marketplace, FlexPLM provides
brand and retail businesses with the tools to help them sharpen their
compe��ve edge, with intui�ve, user-configurable AI and machine
learning capabili�es built-in, so they can make data-driven decisions rather
than relying on intui�on or guesswork.
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As we move toward recovery, shoppers will con�nue to expect to see new
on-trend products on a monthly – or even weekly – basis. Where it used to
take a year for a new trend to emerge and make its way around the world,
research from Boston Consul�ng Group has revealed that window has
shrunk to just 3-5 weeks. To seize the opportunity presented by trend
windows this short, brands and retailers will need to become more agile
and more responsive, rapidly, or they risk losing ground to more digitallyadvanced compe�tors. This means revitalizing in-house processes to get
them running as quickly as the market demands, at the same �me as
overhauling supply chains for greater visibility, agility, and insight. This is
what we define as working@digitalspeed.
To work@digitalspeed, brands and retailers will leverage PLM and other
technologies to capture, analyze and use data at every stage of the plan-tosell cycle, to predict and react to emerging trends, and to enable faster,
more accurate decision-making. Their crea�ve and merchandizing teams
will be able to collaborate visually and remotely. Their global supply chains
will be connected, transparent, compliant, and more able to cope with
disrup�on. Their collec�on planning and SKU-level decisions will be driven
by accurate informa�on, informed by AI, and monitored by real-�me
analy�cs. Their products will be born digital, with digital twins and detailed
3D assets being deployed for in-house range building and fit sessions, as
well as to sell to consumers through eCommerce storefronts, social media
and marketplaces, before a single s�tch is sewn.

htps:/w .linkedin.com/showcase/ptc-flexplm

Transformative User
Experience

Cloud-Based SaaS Solution

Best-in-Class 3D Workflows

Enterprise-grade Scalability,
Performance & Security

Support for Multiple Product
Categories & Brands

IoT, AI and Machine Learning

Visual Line Collaboration

Ranked most functionally
complete platform by IDC

htps:/ w w.instagram.com/ptc_flexplm

htps:/ twiter.com/PTC_Retail

htps:/w .ptc om/enidustrie/ tail/fexplm

marieltoa:reilt@aiptl@pct.c comom

PLM CONSULTANT
PROFILES
The goal of this PLM Buyer’s Guide is to provide
vendors and customers alike with the informa�on
they need to make informed investments in PLM
and extended PLM technologies specifically
designed for the retail, footwear and apparel
industry.
Although selec�ng the right solu�on represents a
significant part of this decision-making process,
truly modern PLM and digital transforma�on
projects extend far beyond the so�ware level. And
the extent of the whole business change that an
effec�ve PLM project entails means that the
services of experienced, independent advisors are
now as sought a�er and scru�nised as PLM
pla�orms themselves.
Despite the rise of self-serve and user-configurable,
cloud-based PLM, data reveals that customers of all
shapes and sizes s�ll solicit the help of third party
advisors or consultants – with an especially strong
correla�on to business size. To put it bluntly, the
work of preparing for a successful PLM project
remains significant whether the solu�on itself is
being installed onsite or off, and whether or not
training and onboarding represent the same
barriers to adop�on as they once did. As a result,
advisors and selec�on and implementa�on partners
remain key components of many brands’ and
retailers’ PLM project strategies – whether it’s
conduc�ng a thorough review of legacy
technologies, planning ecosystem integra�ons, or
conduc�ng a detailed, scien�fic ROI analysis.
As a result, we have invited a select few of the
world’s leading apparel PLM consultancy prac�ces
and advisors to provide readers with some insight
into their methods, the work they have undertaken
to date, and their up-to-the-minute perspec�ve on
the industry’s ongoing digital transforma�on. This
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informa�on is intended to help readers make an
informed decision about which advisory prac�ce (if
any) to work with at the different stages of their
PLM project.
Depending on their history, available resources, and
industry experience, an advisor or consultancy
prac�ce may offer a host of different services. Some
will help clients to select a solu�on from a thorough
knowledge of the market; some will assist their
clients in implemen�ng that solu�on and ensuring
buy-in from the execu�ve to the user level. Some
will conduct a complete evalua�on of the client’s
apparel-specific
processes
and
technical
environment; some will work within a scien�fic
framework to consolidate the client’s product
development master data ahead of implementa�on.
Some will do all of these things and more, while
others will a�empt instead to bend cross-industry
boilerplate methods to fit the difficult and
idiosyncra�c world of apparel.
It is vital for prospec�ve PLM customers to
remember, then, that not all consultants are equal.
A new apparel prac�ce from a business that has
typically focused on en�rely different ver�cals, for
example, should not be compared to a proven
advisor who has catered to the retail, footwear and
apparel industry for a number of years. Those
renowned interna�onal consultancy firms who have
entered our sector in recent years may now be
be�er established, but work s�ll remains for them
to build the kinds of methodologies, tools, and
process frameworks that more experienced,
apparel-specific consultants should boast as
standard.
Conversely, larger consultancy prac�ces can – and
more than likely will – leverage interna�onal reach
and a compara�vely large pool of strategic

resources
to
provide
more
comprehensive
management services than their smaller, more
specialised counterparts. This may prove to be less vital
in the cloud-first market of the near future, but today it
remains important for customers to make the
dis�nc�on between broad strategic services and the
kind of detailed knowledge that only a long-serving
apparel industry specialist will have of the extended
product development landscape.
Whether they are seeking remote support to make the
most of a subscrip�on solu�on or beginning a lengthy
period of introspec�on and on-site implementa�on,
customers should exercise cau�on when it comes to
loca�ng a truly independent and impar�al advisor.
Many consultancy prac�ces obtain the bulk of their
work from a single vendor in a partnership
arrangement. And although this does not necessarily
imply that the business is �ed exclusively to that
vendor (indeed, many prac�ces have established
partnerships with more than one PLM vendor) it does
increase the likelihood of that advisor preferring to
work with a par�cular solu�on - par�cularly when
unexpected growth has forced a vendor to effec�vely
promote that partner to the status of preferred or
primary implementer.
Customers, therefore, should con�nue to ensure that
any third party they opt to work with is experienced
with their chosen vendor, solu�on, and method of
deployment – to the same degree they are with any
other vendor on their roster. Although many of the
fundamental principles remain the same – customers
are seeking the same industry experience, financial
stability and long-term partnership poten�al –
between selec�ng a PLM vendor and choosing the
right advisor, there are a number of ways in which the
two are dis�nct.

To that end, each of the consultancy prac�ces that
appears in this sec�on was asked to provide a selec�on
of key informa�on: their status as vendor partners,
mul�-vendor services providers with a small pool of
exper�se, or truly vendor agnos�c; and insight into
their tac�cal and strategic strengths. We also asked
each prac�ce to enumerate the RFA PLM experts they
employ on a global basis, and to name the marquee
retailers and brands they have worked with to date –
where that informa�on is publicly available.
Prospec�ve and exis�ng customers of PLM are not,
however, the only par�es interested in the experience,
exper�se and interna�onal reach of consultancy
prac�ces and advisors. Although automated
onboarding, remote training, and user configura�on are
now essen�al in the Tier 5 market segment, vendors’
internal resources – for pre-sales, sales, technical
demonstra�on,
implementa�on
and
change
management – con�nue to be stretched by poten�al
projects, implementa�ons, and upgrades in the upper
�ers.
Needless to say, these third par�es also have
limita�ons of their own, and vendors should be as
cau�ous as customers when it comes to sa�sfying
themselves of the competence and availability of
subject ma�er experts within any advisory prac�ce - no
ma�er how large or experienced they may seem on the
surface.
Owing to the rela�vely small sample size and the
difficul�es inherent in comparing dras�cally different
services on a like-by-like basis, this PLM Buyer’s Guide
does not contain any analysis or evalua�on of the
consultancy prac�ces listed in this sec�on. Instead, we
encourage prospec�ve clients to undertake their own
due diligence when working with any third party –
whether they were selected directly, or nominated
(either openly or covertly) by a vendor partner.
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www.kalypso.com
WHICH PLM SOLUTIONS / SUPPLIERS DO YOU
WORK WITH? IF YOUR SERVICES ARE VENDORAGNOSTIC, PLEASE SAY SO.
Kalypso is an objec�ve provider of end-to-end PLM advisory, implementa�on
and managed services for retailers and brands. We help our clients build on
founda�onal PLM value and develop the infrastructure to transform the endto-end product development lifecycle – from discover to create to make to sell
– via the digital thread. To do this, we combine deep experience in strategy,
process improvement, technology and organiza�onal effec�veness with
exper�se in PLM pla�orm deployments for all the leading solu�ons.

2.

Digital product crea�on (DPC) – Leverage digital assets and 3D design
tools to create, make and sell products in a virtual and collabora�ve
environment.

3.

Advanced analy�cs – Harvest insights from data to make be�er
innova�on, design, development and sourcing decisions.

4.

Smart connected opera�ons – Op�mize global produc�on,
manufacturing and distribu�on, automa�ng factories across facili�es.

For Kalypso, it’s not just about technology. To accelerate scale and �me-tovalue, we employ industry-specific methodologies, delivery accelerators,
leading prac�ce models, and a strong focus on user adop�on.

We work with any PLM vendor that best suits our clients’ needs.

LIST YOUR IMPLEMENTATIONS OF PLM WITHIN
RETAIL, FOOTWEAR AND APPAREL TO DATE,
ACCOMPANIED BY THE NAME OF THE SOLUTION
THEY CHOSE
(WHERE THIS
IS
PUBLIC
INFORMATION).
Kalypso does not publicly share client names. Our team has conducted over
130 PLM implementa�ons across numerous industries, 30% with global
companies over $5B in revenue.
In RFA, we have helped many clients tackle core PLM challenges as well as
enable digital transforma�on by integra�ng 3D DPC, digital design and
advanced analy�cs tools with PLM, PIM and DAM. Examples include:
•

DPC architecture, process design, and integra�on implementa�on for
$14B footwear and accessories manufacturer

•

PLM enhancements and assortment planning integra�on for $1B
hardgoods retailer

•

Process harmoniza�on and PLM transforma�on for $500M spor�ng
goods manufacturer

•

PLM transforma�on/implementa�on for a $13B retailer uni�ng 50+
brands and 30+ product categories

•

PLM evalua�on, selec�on and implementa�on for $3.5B apparel
retailer

WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER YOUR PRACTICE’S
STRATEGIC, TACTICAL, AND IMPLEMENTATION
STRENGTHS TO BE IN THE REGION OF THE RETAIL,
FOOTWEAR AND APPAREL LIFECYCLE?
Our strategic focus is on helping retailers and brands bring innova�ve and
differen�ated products to consumers – when, where and how they want
them. We do this by helping senior product execu�ves drive transforma�on
via the digital thread, which enables a seamless flow of data connec�ng
business processes across the value chain.
We are unique in our ability to transform end-to-end product development
capabili�es by leveraging an ecosystem of technologies including:
1.

Founda�onal product technology – Deploy core applica�ons (PLM,
PIM, DAM) to facilitate product development, store/share cri�cal data,
and build the infrastructure for digital transforma�on.

PLEASE PROVIDE THE NUMBER OF QUALIFIED
DOMAIN EXPERTS YOU HAVE SPECIFICALLY
FOCUSED ON IMPLEMENTATIONS IN THE RFA
SECTOR, SEPARATED BY REGION AS FOLLOWS:
North America: 240+, including resources based at our Americas Innova�on
Center in Monterrey, Mexico and our US-based Innova�on Studio. La�n America:
We serve La�n America from our US/Mexico geographical centers, and we expect
rapid expansion in this region. EMEA : 30+, including resources based in our
European Innova�on Center. APAC: 10+, including resources based in our
Innova�on Center in Pune, India.
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TELL US WHAT YOU SEE AS THE MOST IMPORTANT
EMERGING TRENDS FOR RETAILERS AND BRANDS
(PARTICULARLY FASHION, FOOTWEAR AND
ACCESSORIES) IN THE COMING YEAR?
We see rapid accelera�on of direct-to-consumer business models.
Consumers expect personalized products and experiences, with heightened
expecta�ons for sustainability and social responsibility.
To respond, retailers and brands should develop a strategic view of the digital
thread and how it can transform the way they discover, create, make and sell
new products. They also need a holis�c approach to technology
infrastructure that be�er supports the connected enterprise, removing silos
to connect processes, data and people.
For example, speed up product development processes by designing and
developing closer to the moment of demand. Leverage predic�ve and
prescrip�ve analy�cs based on consumer data to make be�er decisions
around development ra�os, assortments and order quan��es. Design and
develop with digital product crea�on tools, making more decisions virtually
before commi�ng to binding inventory decisions. And think globally, sourcing
via a globally distributed network of automated suppliers and factories
located near shore and offshore.

TELL US WHAT YOU SEE AS THE MOST IMPORTANT
EMERGING TRENDS
FOR
SUPPLY CHAIN
MANUFACTURING (PARTICULARLY FASHION,
FOOTWEAR AND ACCESSORIES) IN THE COMING
YEAR?
COVID-19 has exposed the risk of long product development cycles and justin-�me inventory management. Sourcing products from low tech factories
located in only a few countries concentrated in one region of the world is no
longer a viable compe��ve or long-term strategy. In response, retailers and
brands are seeking to diversify produc�on into a combina�on of off-shore,
near-shore and on-shore produc�on facili�es, based largely on product
segmenta�on defined by demand variability. For example, sourcing products
with low demand variability from off-shore, low cost centers, while sourcing
products with high demand variability from on-shore centers.
In addi�on, they are seeking to transform their factories with technology and
automa�on to achieve Factory 4.0 aspira�ons. More specifically, they are
upgrading opera�ons with IoT-enabled smart equipment, with be�er
transac�onal applica�ons and with advanced analy�cs based on data science.
The goal is to improve overall equipment effec�veness (OEE) at the factory
level.

North America:

La�n America:

240+

N/A

EMEA:

APAC:

30+

10+

www.ptexsolu�ons.com
WHICH PLM SOLUTIONS / SUPPLIERS DO YOU
WORK WITH? IF YOUR SERVICES ARE VENDORAGNOSTIC, PLEASE SAY SO.
Infor PLM for Fashion

LIST YOUR IMPLEMENTATIONS OF PLM WITHIN
RETAIL, FOOTWEAR AND APPAREL TO DATE,
ACCOMPANIED BY THE NAME OF THE SOLUTION
THEY CHOSE
(WHERE THIS
IS
PUBLIC
INFORMATION).
Ptex Solu�ons have been involved in 60+ Infor Fashion PLM (earlier known as
Freeborders PLM and Lawson Fashion PLM) implementa�ons. Below are the
names of the recent customers where Ptex has implemented PLM.
•

Future Retail, India

•

Salling Group, Denmark

•

The Apparel Group, USA

•

Dynamic Designs, USA

•

Outpac Designs, Hong Kong

•

Horseware, Ireland

•

LTP Limited, Lithuania

•

Vida Interna�onal, USA

•

Fristads Kansas, Sweden

•

LC Waikiki, Turkey

•

Rocky Brands, USA

•

Fred Perry, UK

•

Voice, Norway

•

Grani� Fiandre, Italy (CPG industry)

WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER YOUR PRACTICE’S
STRATEGIC, TACTICAL, AND IMPLEMENTATION
STRENGTHS TO BE IN THE REGION OF THE RETAIL,
FOOTWEAR AND APPAREL LIFECYCLE?
Ptex Solu�ons has successfully implemented PLM for companies in a number
of countries in North America, Europe, Asia and Australasia, enabling retail,
apparel and footwear to deliver superior business results by harnessing the
power of technology.
The team reflects a fine balance between fashion and technology
exper�se. Experienced, efficient, effec�ve, engaging and thoroughly
professional, Ptex's team embodies the customer-focused approach that
differen�ates the company. Business consultants have either graduated from
fashion ins�tutes or they have worked in the industry prior to joining the

PLEASE PROVIDE THE NUMBER OF QUALIFIED
DOMAIN EXPERTS YOU HAVE SPECIFICALLY
FOCUSED ON IMPLEMENTATIONS IN THE RFA
SECTOR, SEPARATED BY REGION AS FOLLOWS:
We have a team of 40 Business and Technical Consultants. All of them are
based in India. However, they have travelled to many countries for
Implementa�on. This includes US, UK, Europe, UAE, China, Singapore, Hong
Kong and New Zealand.
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company. With more than 15 years of implementa�on experience, the
consultants are expert solu�on providers who business know-how to be able
to an�cipate common problems, proac�vely map typical business
requirements and deliver solu�ons.

TELL US WHAT YOU SEE AS THE MOST IMPORTANT
EMERGING TRENDS FOR RETAILERS AND BRANDS
(PARTICULARLY FASHION, FOOTWEAR AND
ACCESSORIES) IN THE COMING YEAR?
Sustainability has been discussed conceptually for many years, but has
recently gathered momentum and become a key driver for organiza�onal
change. There is a visible shi� from fast fashion toward slow fashion
(sustainability) with the goal to move toward circular fashion. Brands and
retailers that are socially and environmentally sustainable and transparent
about their business prac�ces are seeing greater consumer support.
These aren’t flee�ng trends, but reflec�ve of a larger change in mindset. From
companies to consumers, there is a demand to make the mind-to-market
process more mindful. Instead of beginning with companies and ending with
customers, this process is moving toward beginning and ending with
customers. Every step of the process- from design to development and
distribu�on – will need to include sustainability as a key focus. In terms of
touchpoints, the implica�ons are therefore rather wide and stretch beyond
supply chain management to customer upcycling or company recycling.
In order to achieve, and indeed deliver on these goals companies will need to
use technologies like PLM, and other suppor�ng best-of-breed solu�ons.

TELL US WHAT YOU SEE AS THE MOST IMPORTANT
EMERGING TRENDS
FOR
SUPPLY CHAIN
MANUFACTURING (PARTICULARLY FASHION,
FOOTWEAR AND ACCESSORIES) IN THE COMING
YEAR?
In keeping with the shi� toward sustainability, consumer demand for a “greener”
and more transparent supply chain has increased. The challenge for fashion
companies will be to balance sustainability with agility across the supply chain.
Today’s consumers want to know details of the en�re value-chain: from main
manufacturers to material and raw material suppliers. In terms of supply chain, this
means that driven by a greener design, the en�re process will need to reflect
sustainability. For instance, the need for “green” suppliers might mean that supplier
selec�on could be based on level of vendor energy efficiency or impact of material
on the environment. Similarly, value-chain transparency might mean tracking of
material cer�fica�ons and standards during procurement.
Given the significant increase in informa�on tracking, companies will need to
leverage technology to ensure a “green” supply chain that is agile. Supply chain
technology integra�on will need to extend beyond the company to include all valuechain partners as well as customers.

North America:

La�n America:

N/A

N/A

EMEA:

APAC:

N/A
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THE 2021 PLM
LANDSCAPE
The PLM market for retail, footwear and apparel is now a
mature sector; it is firmly coming down the longtail of
adop�on. In fact, it has been a mature market for many years
since the smaller to medium companies started to deploy
PLM into their workflows - WhichPLM has been plo�ng the
growth of PLM since its original incep�on in 2002, and in
detail for well over a decade since forming the WhichPLM
business. Ever since our first days we have researched and
analysed each of the PLM vendors and their sales that have
been made exclusive to WhichPLM. Today we con�nue to
maintain and track the global PLM installed base, using rich
and deep datasets, that allow the team to slice and dice the
installed base providing insights and intelligence coming from
the market.
PLM has evolved from being what was a mul�-million dollar
implementa�on, that started out as fully-custom solu�ons
(toolbox) accessible to just the largest Tier 0, 1 - mul�-billion $
enterprises, to being a simple off the shelf turnkey service as
it is ever likely to get.
In previous years, the ‘PLM Market Analysis’ sec�ons within
these publica�ons contained insights into the customer data
for each year in ques�on: number of sales by �er and by
loca�on contrasted with the year previous; maintenance,
services and implementa�on costs; and an overall market
value for the year. However, over the last few years we have
watched as the RFA PLM market shi�ed from being
concentrated around sales to mid-size businesses and
upwards, to being dominated - in volume terms - by small
businesses with turnovers below $100 million per year. Last
year’s data (fiscal year 2019/20), as we thought, did not
contain many revela�ons. In 2019/20, sales to small-tomedium companies accounted for close to 80% of the en�re
PLM market, leaving the WhichPLM team in li�le doubt that
PLM had reached a level of accessibility and affordability that
makes it both indispensable for brands and retailers of any
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size, and, it must be said, not all that dynamic from a sales
point of view.
As true mul�-tenant pla�orms and public cloud architectures
have emerged, and incorporated service, maintenance, and
implementa�on costs within one highly configurable offering,
it has become increasingly clear that this approach represents
the future of PLM for the vast majority of the market. We
reported that all but 20% of PLM sales in 2019/20 year were
– more than likely – made using this low code ‘configurable’
model or other varia�ons very much like it. This is not to say
that the PLM market for retail, footwear, and apparel has
remained sta�c in other ways over the last 12 months,
though. Geographical varia�ons, cost compe��on, and new
developments – there is arguably more to say about what
PLM can do and how it should be used than ever before,
which is why WhichPLM is commi�ed to producing exclusive
content each and every week on our website that is laserfocused on each of the core PLM modules, processes and
best-of-breed solu�ons that operate seamlessly with PLM
solu�ons, and how they can be used together to create value
in both current and future added value implementa�ons.
Despite the pandemic that has ravaged the industry this past
year, we have seen the rate of innova�on skyrocket now that
PLM is in the hands of everyone. We’re now in a posi�on
where a simple startup could use a mul�-tenant offering for a
frac�on of the cost of a ‘fully fledged’ implementa�on. We’ve
reached the mass market in terms of product maturity,
although there is s�ll work to be done to seamlessly connect
best-of-breed solu�ons, so we simply have less and less to say
each year about PLM market maturity and dollar value.
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Our Approach in 2021
The ‘PLM Landscape’ that spans the next few pages is,
therefore, the first of its kind. We have re-examined the kind
of insight that buyers of PLM in 2021 and beyond need. This
year’s explora�on of the ‘PLM Landscape’, then, looks at
more than a decade of WhichPLM exper�se and market
analysis.
Since our beginnings in 2008, we have been tracking the RFA
PLM marketplace, carefully recording every sale we have
come across. Now numbering in the thousands, we have a
carefully curated database of PLM implementa�ons globally
during that �me - something we know that no other analyst
firm, vendor or educator possesses. We believe the �me has
come to share some key insights from this rich database. And
so, our approach this year is to do just that.
In the coming pages you will find exclusive insight into the
overall PLM landscape. Any data shown is collected from
2008/09 up un�l the point of publica�on of this Guide meaning that whilst the sales made and recorded within the
vendor profiles in this year’s publica�on have been analysed,
they have not been analysed alone. They have been analysed
in conjunc�on with sales over the last decade and more, to
show the most accurate and unbiased snapshot of the en�re
PLM landscape to date.
As always, WhichPLM is grateful to each of the vendors that
voluntarily provided their informa�on this year (most of whom
can be found in the PLM Vendor Lis�ngs earlier in this
publica�on) and in previous years, and to all technology
vendors that share our desire to build a unique, transparent
analysis of the global marketplace year on year. On the whole
we remain impressed that so many companies remain
commi�ed to ensuring that the market operated under the
eye of unbiased analysts who are equipped with accurate
informa�on. Without the informa�on given willingly by
vendors year a�er year, we would not have been able to share
such a concise view of the overall PLM installed base globally
in the coming pages.
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In this sec�on you will find the following breakdowns
(percentages) into the overall PLM installed base for RFA: by
�er, by country and region, as well as by business type (retailer,
brand, manufacturer etc.). Following this you will find some
exclusive insights into par�cular speciali�es (sportswear,
accessories, womenswear etc.), as well as key regions and
trends to pay close a�en�on to in the coming twelve months.
Directly a�er this ‘PLM Landscape’ sec�on, we strongly
recommend you turn the page to ‘The Evolving Extended
Ecosystem’ for an overview of what we see as the
cornerstone technologies in our industry today and in the
near-future. From there, this publica�on closes with some
guidance for PLM customers, vendors and consultants.

Previous Years’ Sales
For any readers wishing to obtain the sales data for the
2020/21 financial year alone, our new PLM Landscape model
has negated the need for this (for reasons stated above). If you
so wish, however, the complete back catalogue of WhichPLM
publica�ons (including our 2020 Buyer’s Guide, 2019 Buyer’s
Guide, 2018 Buyer’s Guide, and the Annual Edi�ons that
preceded them) can be accessed free of charge from our
website.
Should you wish to discuss any changes to the RFA PLM
market that we have not made explicit in this publica�on,
please feel free to obtain copies of our previous research – or
contact us via our website if you require something more
bespoke.

Our Qualifica�ons

•

We act as advisors to many of the world's leading brands
and retailers, that in some cases are already on their
second or third PLM implementa�ons. We evaluate
PLM solu�ons and vendors on their behalf, to help
separate marke�ng ‘spin’ from reality, and to help them
make measurable informed scien�fic evalua�ons, that
are linked to their own unique set of circumstances and
value-drivers. We help businesses around the world to
reimagine the end-to-end ‘concept-to-consumer’ digital
landscape that encompasses many exis�ng and future
technologies that, working in conjunc�on with PLM, can
help to deliver a seamless, fric�onless value-chain loop
to their businesses.

•

Our team has worked alongside all the market’s primary
vendors in a range of different capaci�es, but these
rela�onships do not colour our analysis; our publica�ons
and services remain en�rely unbiased.

•

Our publica�ons are rou�nely cited as vital reading
material for both PLM implementa�ons and enterprisescale digital transforma�on ini�a�ves by the world’s
biggest brands and retailers. It's not only the biggest
names, but also SMEs that also have the vision and belief
to challenge the status quo.

This PLM Buyer’s Guide and the other downloadable
publica�ons that preceded it form only a high-level summary
of WhichPLM’s con�nuous industry analysis, speaking
engagements, and commentary.
Across all these different facets of our business, WhichPLM
has come to occupy a uniquely privileged posi�on, having
been involved in the design and development of the very first
PLM solu�on, being laser focused on modules and processes,
evalua�ng the maturity levels of PLM, helping to create new
process developments and introduc�ons of best-of-breed
solu�ons, allows us to speak from a perspec�ve no other RFA
PLM analyst or industry publica�on can:
•

WhichPLM has been an independent source of
informa�on and advice to prospec�ve and exis�ng
customers of RFA PLM since 2008, and our
audience has grown in absolute terms each year
since the company was established.

•

Our editorial and execu�ve board has deep,
interna�onal industry knowledge and exper�se – born
out of hands-on experience of the design, development,
selec�on, and implementa�on of apparel-specific PLM
solu�ons for over twenty years and a long list of other
digital solu�ons that can be found on our sister site The
Interline.

•

As the founding fathers of RFA PLM, we believe we are
the only ones who have been tracking the market from
the beginning (and con�nue to do so), making us
uniquely posi�oned to offer detailed insight into the
overall marketplace landscape.

•

WhichPLM has benchmarked most of the market’s
leading solu�ons and vendors, and we have made all of
these evalua�ons freely available through our website.
Readers looking for a detailed look at the capabili�es and
business poten�al of a possible PLM partner will gain a
lot from reading these evalua�ons.
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The RFA PLM Market by
Tier
Since we first began analysing the RFA PLM market, we have
taken great care to segment each PLM sale we record into
Tiers based on the size and turnover of their business. This
process has been fundamental to our analysis in previous
Buyer’s Guides, since the monetary value of a PLM sale to a
large, mul�na�onal organisa�on (across so�ware licensing,
implementa�on services and maintenance) will be much
larger than a sale to a single-territory, bou�que brand – even
though both of these would appear equivalent were we to
only look at the quan�ty of sales for any given year. Please
take a moment to read this sec�on to understand how we
segment PLM customers.

•

•

•

•

For clarity’s sake, our customer Tiers for retailers and brands
are delineated as follows:
•

Tier 0 - Also known as the “super �er”, customers
who fall into this category demonstrate annual
revenues in excess of $10 billion, and are typically
mul�na�onal organisa�ons.

•

Tier 1 - With revenues of between $1 billion and $9.99
billion, Tier 1 customers may share equal domes�c
renown to their larger counterparts, but lack the sheer
sales volume and interna�onal impact that would
elevate them to the super �er.
Tier 2 - Encompasses a wide variety of retailers and
brands in what is commonly referred to as the “midmarket”. These companies demonstrate revenue of
between $500 million to $999 million.
Tier 3 - Takes in those smaller organisa�ons that fall
below the revenue threshold of Tier 2 – typically singleterritory or bou�que retailers and brands with revenue
from $100 million up to $499 million.
Tier 4 - This Tier encompasses businesses – typically
emerging designers, extremely small brands, or retail
startups – that fall below the Tier 3 bracket, turning over
between $50 and $99 million per year.
Tier 5 - Introduced in our 2018 Buyer’s Guide as a way
to provide more granular insights into PLM adop�on
among small businesses, Tier 5 captures any company
whose turnover is $49 million or less per year.

Tier

Percentage of PLM
installed base for RFA

Tier 0

6.4%

Tier 1

13.3%

Tier 2

6.5%

Tier 3

14.3%

Tier 4

22.6%

Tier 5

36.9%

Almost 50% of the world's largest 200 fashion companies (by
revenue terms, according to FashionUnited) have installed a
PLM solu�on. And in some cases a number of these
companies are into their second or even third
implementa�ons, transi�oning from the original, heavy
customised solu�ons to the modern day, configurable, lower
cost solu�ons. It’s important to note that many of these
companies are not singular businesses and represent tens of
brands under their parent company names. So what may
come across as 100 company names in �er 0, could in fact
actually represent more than 1,500 brands.
In the high-end of the market (�ers 1 and 2) there are s�ll
many hundreds of companies that have not yet on-boarded a
modern PLM solu�on, and are s�ll opera�ng on what we call
a ‘Microso� PDM’ system, usually made up of email, Excel,
PPTs and similar solu�ons that help to communicate design
and development communica�ons between all par�es.
Overall, �ers 1 and 2 represent around 20% of the en�re
installed base for RFA PLM thus far. Although, as with �er 0,
this installed base - combining businesses with revenues
between $500 million and $9.9 billion - may represent well
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over a thousand brands when you consider that each
business will include mul�ple brand names under the parent
company.
In the main, �ers 3, 4 & 5 are what we call the smaller
businesses. These smaller �ers make up the vast majority of
today’s PLM installed base, at nearly 75%. They tend to be
more singular retail and brand names, although that's not
exclusive as some of the larger players (mainly in �er 3) will
also have mul�ple brands under the parent company name.
So, across these �ers we es�mate PLM is being used to
support around three thousand retailers, brands, and
manufacturers. As with �ers 1 and 2 the industry has only
scratched the surface when it comes to selling and installing
PLM solu�ons. Following our own research and analysis, we
es�mate that there are literally thousands of companies from
around the world that are s�ll opera�ng on a fragmented
PDM-like solu�on stack, and we expect these companies to
con�nue to expand and onboard a modern PLM solu�on to
support their ever-growing ambi�ons to deliver greater
efficiencies and benefits for their businesses and partners.
The fashion sector is now looking beyond a single PLM
backbone, and is star�ng to connect a broad range of
solu�ons that, at some point in the lifecycle of a product, will
share their inputs & outputs to PLM, the ‘system-of-record’.
We are now star�ng to see those businesses moving
upstream to connect their �er 1 factories to their �er 5
farmers. It’s now only a ma�er of �me before we will be able
to complete the ‘infinite data loop’ star�ng from the crea�ves
and going to the consumers.
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The RFA PLM Market by
Loca�on (Region)
When a new-name PLM sale occurs, our analysts assign it a
loca�on at the country level, as well as bundling it into the
appropriate sales and business region: the Americas, EMEA
(Europe, the Middle East and Africa) and Asia-Pacific. This
assignment is done at the brand headquarters level, which is
important in two different scenarios. Where a retailer or brand
operates mul�ple offices, all of which are now poten�ally
using the chosen PLM solu�on, we assign the sale to the
headquarters on the company’s masthead unless we’re
specifically told to otherwise, or unless a regional subsidiary is
actually the company named in the PLM agreement.
Where a parent company or group operates mul�ple brands,
we will assign the sale to the appropriate region for the brand,
not the parent. Tied to this, although some luxury groups have
historically mandated that every house that operates under
their umbrella adopt the same PLM, ERP, and other enterprise
solu�ons, this prac�ce appears to have run its course, and
group-owned brands that design and bring to market unique
products today have more la�tude to approach the market
and make decisions on their own terms. Nevertheless, if a
PLM vendor has claimed a group as a customer, we always
insist on drilling down to the brand level and assigning the sale
to the loca�on of the brand’s headquarters.

Region
Americas

44.7%

EMEA

41.1%

APAC
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Percentage of PLM
installed base for RFA

14.2%

It will come as no surprise to anyone who has read any of our
previous annual publica�ons - or anyone who has been
tracking the market even somewhat over recent years - that
the Americas dominate the world's PLM installed base. As
stated above, many of whom are now on the second or third
genera�on of PLM technologies, taking advantage of the
con�nued architectural and so�ware advancements that
have taken place over the last twenty years, since PLM first
came to the fashion sector.
It’s clear to see that, today, these same leading companies are
now pushing the technological envelopes when it comes to
expanding PLM use cases; no longer is the scope to simply
connect the silos within their headquarters, but rather its how
to leverage PLM to manage it’s �er 1 to �er 5 value-chain
partners opera�ng across the globe, from factories all the way
down to farmers. Furthermore, these leaders con�nue to
challenge the status-quo of how things have been done in the
past and are now reimagining a new future that will join up
what we call the infinite ‘value-loop’ with no ends, but rather
a con�nuous loop of data that will help to deliver greater
insights and improved intelligence. This will be leveraged to
increase efficiencies on a scale never before achievable, and
in turn will help to support greater sustainability and
transparency for all value-chain partners.
Europe con�nues to make gains in deploying modern PLM
solu�ons, and is quickly closing the long-standing sales gap on
the Americas. Another less obvious insight is that the
European installed base is far more complex than that of its
American counterpart, with a greater mix of �ers, especially
toward the smaller end, and also as a rich mix of sector types
including its dominance in luxury retailers and brands, many of
whom operate local manufacturing within or near to their
country of origin, that translates to a more advanced,
integrated PLM value-chain, helping to amalgamate design,
development and manufacturing solu�ons.
In recent years, Asia has begun to expand its use of PLM to
help service it’s American and European retail and brand
customers, many of which operate on a FOB (Free/Freight on

Board) sourcing basis and some that now use a design & cocreate model. Added to these types of companies, there is a
growing expansion of Asian retailers, brands and sourcing
businesses that are now servicing their own domes�c
markets, some of which have turned from suppliers of
western retailers and brands, to become their own local
retailers or brands, with physical stores and/or opera�ng
online eCommerce pla�orms. We expect that it's only a
ma�er of �me before Asia catches up to the Americas and
Europe when it comes to deploying modern, and in some
cases, more expansive PLM pla�orm ecosystems.
These next genera�on users will, and already do, expect more
than the tradi�onal PLM solu�ons. They tend to be more
tech-savvy and see challenges as opportuni�es to overcome
and improve, and are already mixing pla�orms, helping to
deliver solu�ons within solu�ons that offer new fric�onless
possibili�es.
Although we have seen increased sales in recent years, it’s
surprising that PLM has not yet really been able to penetrate
South America. It's possible that one of the reasons for this is
that it’s customer base is opera�ng on a pure FOB basis and
that the retailers and brands of the USA & Canada are s�ll
only sharing PDF Tech-Packs rather than fully integra�ng their
value-chain partners to their PLM pla�orms. Once businesses
on both sides wake up to the opportuni�es of integra�ng
their suppliers into their extended PLM ecosystems, only then
will we see South America expanding its use of PLM, and that
in turn will switch them onto how PLM can help enhance
their own businesses in the same way that it's now spreading
across Asia.
The model is certainly changing, and if we revisit the overall
numbers in another few years, it’s likely we will see a much
smaller gap between APAC, The Americas and EMEA.

The RFA PLM Market by Loca�on (Country) - % of PLM
installed base for RFA up to April 1st 2021
United States

37.78%

Brazil

0.55%

Pakistan

0.11%

United Kingdom

8.06%

Belgium

0.50%

Philippines

0.11%

France

7.18%

South Africa

0.39%

Thailand

0.11%

Italy

7.08%

Finland

0.33%

Vietnam

0.11%

Germany

5.25%

Israel

0.28%

Taiwan

0.05%

Canada

5.02%

New Zealand

0.28%

Botswana

0.05%

China

4.58%

Sri Lanka

0.28%

Bulgaria

0.05%

Australia

2.65%

Greece

0.22%

Dominican
Republic

0.05%

Sweden

2.54%

Singapore

0.22%

Guatemala

0.05%

Hong Kong

1.88%

South Korea

0.22%

Indonesia

0.05%

India

1.88%

Tunisia

0.22%

Jordan

0.05%

Norway

1.77%

Austria

0.17%

Lebanon

0.05%

Spain

1.44%

Bangladesh

0.17%

Lithuania

0.05%

The Netherlands

1.33%

Poland

0.17%

Luxembourg

0.05%

Turkey

1.27%

Portugal

0.17%

Macedonia

0.05%

Japan

1.05%

Taiwan

0.17%

Malta

0.05%

Switzerland

0.88%

United Arab
Emirates

0.17%

Romania

0.05%

Denmark

0.83%

Chile

0.11%

Trinidad & Tobago

0.05%

Mexico

0.83%

Colombia

0.11%

Russia

0.66%

Costa Rica

0.11%

Fashion-related PLM solu�ons are now installed in almost
sixty countries around the world - many of which you may be
surprised to see on our list. Ten years ago this would have
been less than 20 countries. And we believe we can expect
the number of installa�ons to increase ten fold in the coming
years, with PLM becoming as common as a 2D pa�ern CAD
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system is within fashion today. Due to the sheer number of
fashion businesses around the globe, we s�ll have a long way
to go before PLM is as common as having Microso� Word
installed on each of your PCs or Macs, but in the rela�vely
short �me that PLM has been available its market share
con�nues to expand at pace.

The USA, the UK, & Israel
These three regions all have one thing in common, and that is
that they are well on their way to rolling out the COVID-19
vaccine to their adult popula�ons. In fact, less than one month
before this Guide was published, the figures showed that
more than 730 million doses of the coronavirus vaccines had
been administered, in 160 countries worldwide.
However, there are vast differences in the pace of this cri�cal
progress. As we saw back in April, the EU was now in a third
wave of the pandemic, which meant further restric�ons,
curfews and varia�ons of ‘lockdowns’ in different parts of the
world. The good news is that, at the same �me, we began to
see vaccine supplies increasing and being dispatched to a
greater number of countries around the world. But many
more, especially those countries in worse economic
situa�ons, were and are s�ll wai�ng for their first shipments to
arrive.
Most global governments started by vaccina�ng those over
65 years old, and then began moving through the age groups
in descending order. In the USA, the UK, and Israel the
vaccine quickly began reaching younger working adults,
helping to open up the high streets and thus helping to start
the retail wheels turning again - which, in turn, will help to
increase orders across the value-chains.
The USA is the world's largest retail consumer market, with a
GDP of $21.43 trillion, so there is a direct correla�on
between fashion in the USA and in the rest of the world; the
earlier the USA comes out of lockdown (of course, when it is
safe to do so), the sooner the global RFA industry starts to get
back on track to it’s 2019 ‘glory day’ numbers. The USA, like
most of the top retail countries in the world, will have
experienced a long list of high street retailer casual�es that
have fallen foul of the pandemic, some of which will never
recover, whilst others will have lost sales to online retailers
that have con�nued to get this lost foo�all. The same can be
said for many countries in the EU, where long lists of retailers
and brands have suffered heavily from the pandemic fallout
and will sadly never be able to recover. The only winners are
clearly the eCommerce players that have bought up the best
of the high-street names and have brought them into their
online businesses.

Beyond the world’s largest consumers of RFA related
products, there’s also the ques�on of the manufacturing
value-chain, and the effects that the pandemic has had on
them. At the early part of the pandemic, those companies that
could s�ll produce products turned their a�en�on to PPE
products of all types, and in many ways this was a welcome
challenge in that most of the high-street retailers had greatly
reduced their orders or sadly stopped produc�on completely.
Now they were producing again. But worse s�ll was that
many of the manufacturers either had to accept slow
payments or cancelled orders / payments. We have stated
many �mes since the start of the pandemic that business as
we know it will never be the same, and manufacturers will
need to accept smaller orders, with complex stock keeping
units (SKUs), which will require extra effort by all partners to
manage the complexi�es. And for that very reason, we expect
to see greater spending on new technology ecosystems that,
over �me, will be designed and rolled out to operate
seamlessly from the retailer or brand through each of the �er
partners, star�ng with �er 1 factories all the way to �er 5
farmers!
Both the USA & UK governments got caught out when it
came to the supplies of PPE equipment. This has since led to
developing new, locally based manufacturing units, and ones
that are using what we some�mes refer to as ‘leapfrog
technologies’ including the use of new automated and
connected hardware and so�ware devices.

China
Some countries have seen their economy grow, like China by
2.3% in 2020 [Na�onal Bureau Sta�s�cs of China]. But during
a year when the crippling pandemic plunged major world
economies into recession, China managed to avoid lockdown
and clearly came out on top. The country scrapped its growth
target last year for the first �me in decades as the pandemic
hit the economy. GDP shrank nearly 7% in the first quarter as
large swaths of the country were placed on lockdown to
contain the spread of the virus. Industrial produc�on was a
par�cularly big driver of growth, jumping 7.3% in December
from a year earlier. The Chinese manufacturing sector
powered ahead supplying PPE equipment, while much of the
world was struggling to equip it’s hospitals with the basic PPE
requirements. It wasn’t just China, but also Vietnam that
gained ground during the pandemic, which resulted in the
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economy growing 2.9% last year from a year ago [Vietnam’s
General Sta�s�cs Office], be�er than China’s forecastbea�ng 2.3% growth during the same period. Like China,
manufacturing was widely credited for Vietnam’s
outperformance, with produc�on growing on the back of
steady export demands including Footwear and Apparel.
Another concern coming out of China are the reports of
forced labour connected to the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous
Region (XUAR). We have seen retailers and brands moving
away from XUAR when it comes to sourcing tex�les or spun
yarn from the region. The result is that we have seen retailers
and brands strengthening their audi�ng and sustainability
procedures using their own on the ground resources and third
par�es, by conduc�ng greater due diligence with their
suppliers in China and beyond.

South & Central America
South & Central America, like the rest of the world, has been
hit by the pressures of the pandemic. Even before COVID-19,
S&CA were already seeing lower volume orders and, like
many other countries from around the world, further
complexi�es in the mix of SKUs. On top of this the pandemic
has since resulted in issues with raw materials coming out of
Asia, and lower investments from within and outside of the
countries.
We are s�ll surprised, however, to see the region falling way
behind the rest of the world when it comes to deploying PLM
and other related best-of-breed digital solu�ons. It’s likely that
this is due to the maturity levels of their retail and brand
customers that are s�ll opera�ng at arm's length, meaning
that they are not yet taking advantage of a joined up digital
value-chain. This is an area where we are seeing a substan�al
change in the way that PLM is now being deployed. In recent
years, PLM was implemented within the HQ of the retailer or
brand and collabora�on was, at best, via a portal sharing a
portable document file (PDF). The good news is that, in recent
�mes, we are now seeing PLM implementa�ons include
suppliers, at the beginning or very soon a�er the
implementa�on takes place at the HQ. We would expect that
this approach will help to ignite the use of PLM across the
extended value-chain, resul�ng in �er 1 and �er 2 suppliers
eventually using PLM in real-�me linked back to their
customers.
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Many retailers and brands have done an amazing job in
suppor�ng their suppliers during these unprecedented �mes.
The best have con�nued to place orders even if the orders
have been smaller and more complex in terms of the SKU mix,
taking into account the marketplace dynamics during the
pandemic. These leaders con�nued paying for finished
products from their suppliers, while honoring contractual
agreements linked to payment terms for work-in-progress
(WIP) produc�on. Sadly, on the opposite end of the scale, we
have witnessed several high-street brands and retailers
cancelling orders, and refusing to pay their suppliers for WIP.
And perhaps the worst cases reported, actually informed
suppliers that not only would they not get paid, but could
collect their finished goods from warehouses in other
countries. Leading brands and retailers that truly believe in
fairness and sustainability will and should shoulder
responsibili�es; those that play hardball in challenging �mes,
and use unfair prac�ces, will find that they will quickly run out
of quality manufacturing sources. These suppliers will have
long memories and with them new demands that will help
lower their risk!

Global fashion postpandemic
We have experienced the worst year since the great
depression of the 1930s; a year of high-street closures,
massive reduc�ons in profitability, and record numbers of
people losing their jobs from all around the world. If there is a
silver lining then it’s got to be linked to new technologies that
will, and are already star�ng to, be deployed throughout the
extended value-chain. Boardrooms and their directors the
world over are looking to reorganise and innovate their
businesses. It started before the pandemic hit, but many of
the leading GDP countries and their businesses are star�ng to
power ahead in connec�ng their value-chain partners from
trend to consumer, upstream and downstream, seamlessly
and fric�onless. Leading businesses from around the world
are looking to reconstruct end-to-end digital ecosystems some of these changes will have been driven via the fallout of
the pandemic, whilst others started several years ago and are
now star�ng to bear fruits. One of the drivers of change is
sustainability and transparency that is being driven not only by
the brands and retailers, but by consumers, NGOs and
governments that are demanding ac�ons, rather than words.
These drivers will accelerate technological innova�ons and
partnering of mul�ple pla�orm providers, to help deliver the
digital connec�ons that will drive the future of fashion.

Countries from around the world are slowly beginning to
reopen their economies, and people are heading back to their
offices, although we can expect that the numbers will
con�nue to be well below the pre-pandemic �mes.
Obviously, this reduc�on in high-street foo�all will con�nue
to hit the high-street retailers; people have learned to shop
online, many of whom will prefer the convenience, whilst
others will want to get back to trying on clothes, and enjoying
that tac�le experience. People's behaviors will change to what
many are calling the ‘new normal’.
Likewise, businesses need to take careful considera�on of
these changes downstream, analysing the new shi�s in data
explosion. Just imagine how many people have moved to eCommerce and what that means in collec�ng data on product
purchases and how these businesses will be able to leverage
the same datasets to help analyse demand in a frac�on of the
�me that is taken by the high-street retailers - due to the very
fact that eCommerce is data rich, whilst high-street retailing
lacks the detail and speed to create and react. Both models
have their advantages and challenges, but one thing that is
clear is that we need to move fast and use data to connect
sales to trends, planning to design, development to
manufacturing and everything that takes place between,
using a seamless on-demand driven value-chain.

The pandemic has caused great pain and challenges within
the fashion industry, the outcome of which has already
started to create great waves of change related to a whole
host of improvements including the reengineering of
processes and technology combining data that is used across
the enterprise both downstream and upstream. One sector
that has seen business models surge is eCommerce. Some of
these businesses have bought out the ailing high-street
retailers and brands that have sadly been forced out of
business by the lack of foo�all.
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The RFA PLM Market by
Type
When a new-name PLM sale occurs, as well as assigning it a
�er and a loca�on, our analysts also categorise its type. This
can be anything from the more obvious retailer, brand or
manufacturer to distributor, wholesaler, or e-tailer.
Occasionally businesses cross types and will be listed as a
brand & manufacturer, or another combina�on.

Type
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Percentage of PLM
installed base for RFA

Brand

40.4%

Manufacturer

22.6%

Retailer

13.8%

Wholesaler

5.9%

Brand Group

3.9%

Brand /
Manufacturer

3.4%

Other

3.2%

e-tailer /
Mail order

2.8%

Supplier

2.1%

Distributor

2.1%

Designer

0.4%

Retail Group

0.4%

When we first brought to market product data management
(PDM) systems in the mid 1980s, our target market was in
fact manufacturing. The scope of PDM back then was to help
improve communica�ons around departments star�ng with a
technical design that in turn linked to the cu�ng room and
then onto the factory floor. A�er several years the PDM
vendors started to branch out to include retailers and brands;
in fact the first wave of retail clients came from mail-order
businesses - the equivalent of today's e-tailers - and from
there they moved onto department stores, suppor�ng design
and development of private label products. Around the same
�me they started to expand into brands, focusing on design
and development, and faxing specifica�on Tech-Packs around
the world.
It was in the late ‘90s that these new customers required
different solu�ons for their challenges of improving
communica�ons with their now offshore partners, giving way
to new PLM pla�orms that, from this point onward, would
focus primarily on retailers and brands rather than the original
manufacturing sector. So much so, that over the next decade
it was clear that these new requirements and new resources
coming into the market had li�le knowledge of the original
manufacturing requirements of the first PDM systems. It's
interes�ng to see that where PDM came from (factories) is
where PLM is heading back to today, joining the loop back to
manufacturing and this �me rather than sending faxes or
PDFs, its heading toward real-�me connec�vity, with PLM
becoming the new modern day communica�ons pla�orm the likes of “Slack” for designers, developers, and
manufacturers.
It’s not surprising to see that retailers and brands make up
over half of today’s global PLM installed base, and that
manufacturers are closer to one quarter. This reflects the shi�
from manufacturers to retailers and brands in the ‘90s, and
the vast majority of the retailer-brand installed base came
from well into this millennium. Likewise, the e-tailers with
PLM installed have only come about in recent years, and
already make up a few percent of the overall base - something
that is expected to rise in the near-future. [Please note: etailers refers to those companies with an online presence only,
and not those businesses opera�ng eCommerce alongside
physical stores.]

The RFA PLM Market by Specialty
When a new-name PLM sale occurs, as well as assigning it a �er and a loca�on, our analysts also assign it a specialty. Many
businesses operate mul�ple special�es - like womenswear, childrenswear, bags, footwear, lingerie, sportswear or outerwear - so
we research their primary specialty according to a combina�on of annual reports, mission statements, and other company
informa�on. Where there is no clear dis�nc�on between the type of apparel the company retails or manufactures, their specialty
will be listed as ‘apparel’ or even ‘family apparel’. Likewise, where some businesses operate very niche product lines, or less common
special�es, they may have been put into umbrella categories, or into ‘other’.
For this sec�on, we have highlighted some special�es of par�cular focus to WhichPLM over the years - not necessarily the most
popular speciali�es when it comes to the installed PLM base.
Womenswear

19.1%

Furniture /
Furniture Upholstery

1.5%

Sportswear

8.9%

Hosiery

1.5%

Accessories

7.2%

Knitwear

1.4%

Menswear

6.2%

Swimwear

1.1%

Footwear

6.1%

Jewellery

1.0%

Family Apparel

4.7%

Eyewear

0.8%

Uniforms / Workwear

4.5%

Streetwear

0.7%

Apparel

4.4%

Bridalwear

0.6%

Other

4.2%

Protec�vewear

0.6%

Outerwear

3.8%

Automo�ve

0.5%

Childrenswear

3.3%

Leather / Leather Goods

0.5%

Lingerie / Shapewear

3.1%

Plus-Size Apparel

0.4%

Home Furnishings / Homewares

3.0%

Surfwear

0.4%

Bags / Backpacks / Handbags

2.7%

Sustainable Apparel

0.4%

Denim

2.5%

Dancewear

0.3%

Tex�les

2.4%

Tac�cal Apparel

0.3%

Spor�ng Goods

1.6%

Technical Apparel

0.3%
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When we look into PLM market segmenta�on, it's clear to
see that womenswear retailers and brands dominate the PLM
installed base. Women, according to global sales data, spend
around 50% more on clothing than men. Although, when you
look at the percentages, men are certainly catching up to
women, and on some specialty products men are now
outspending women. A�er womenswear, sportswear comes
in second place, and when we think of sportswear we see that
it comes in many different segments, o�en led by technical
sportswear. In recent decades sportswear businesses have
latched onto the ‘F’ word of fashion, and in more recent �mes
it’s made the transi�on into fashion athleisure - especially
since the pandemic hit, with most people wan�ng to be
casual and comfortable whilst on those Zoom calls!
In fourth place we have the aforemen�oned menswear
brands and retailers, followed by the footwear sector in fi�h
place that, up un�l recent years, was one of the smaller
market sectors for PLM. Footwear companies, especially new
businesses that are some�mes referred to as white shoes
(flyknit or fabric material uppers) versus the tradi�onal brown
shoe businesses (leathers) have started to use PLM pla�orms
to design & develop their latest footwear offerings.
Family apparel products and Workwear come next with the
la�er driven to use PLM associated with the deeper technical
needs of materials and product ‘specifica�ons’ and
cer�fica�ons. Then we have a broad mix of specialty business
types including Hosiery, Swimwear, Accessories, Jewellery,
Eyewear, Bridalwear, Leather goods. It’s great to see that PLM
isn’t reserved just for certain sectors, and it’s now infiltrated
almost all areas of fashion retail. Even Automo�ve and
Aerospace businesses are using fashion PLM solu�ons to
help support their so� furnishing businesses that, like lots of
companies around the world, again have an ‘F’ fashion use
case!

What’s Driving PLM into
the Value-Chain?
So, what are some of the key drivers that are now accelera�ng
the wave of change for PLM? There are too many to discuss
at length in this Buyer’s Guide, but below are a few of what
we consider to be at the top of the leaders’ priority lis�ngs;
these have been acquired whilst working together with
future-minded fashion businesses from around the world that
are con�nuing to push the boundaries of PLM.
We have already stated that businesses opera�ng within
different regions from around the world will each have their
own unique drivers for change: some will be driven by
expansion, some will want to transform into ver�cal
opera�ons, others will want to safeguard and protect their
markets, and many will be driven by sustainability and
transparency demands.
As stated earlier some businesses are now into their third
genera�ons of PLM and are now wan�ng to reinvent the way
that they design and bring products to market, o�en these
businesses are driven by the ever advancing wave of new
technologies that are enabling a completely new way of doing
business. Considering this last point for a second, it wasn’t
that long ago that the market considered 3D as a simple point
solu�on that helped designers and developers to synthesise
3D samples on avatars, whereas today 3D has and is being
seen as a poten�al leapfrog technology that in lots of cases
negates the need for a tradi�onal 2D pa�ern/last CAD
system.
Today, PLM is being enabled by lots of emerging new
technologies that can be used to speed up the inputs to PLM,

rather than PLM being seen as a single pla�orm with all the
modules used to design and develop products. Over the
years, WhichPLM has been known for saying that PLM is not
a ‘silver bullet’, and we believe that most people would agree
with us when we say that PLM is indeed the ‘system of record’
when it comes to product data, but it’s not necessarily the
system of flexibility and speed, especially when it comes to
designing, developing and manufacturing products. That
being said, PLM is now being driven by a growing list of
outside influencing technologies that are opera�ng at both
ends of the marketplace, downstream toward the consumer
and upstream into the manufacturers.
PLM, just like ERP that came before it, is in our opinion the
‘data vault’ for what will become the approved data (system of
record), which in turn will be used to gain detailed
improvements down to microscopic levels as the data cycles
and revolves ever faster in what will become the design,
development and manufacturing infinite-loop!
Other drivers that are changing PLM as we know it include
the drive for sustainability, traceability of materials, products,
cer�fica�on, and fair labour rela�onships.
On-demand manufacturing is no longer a dream, along with
personalisa�on-configura�ons, and made-to-order clothing,
but rather these la�er use cases are the new emerging reality
as PLM evolves.
We have arrived at a new chapter that will see PLM being
deployed across the value-chain in real-�me to help realise
these and many other opportuni�es, and at the outset of a
PLM project implementa�on, rather than the la�er being a
mid-term, mul�ple phased future.
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THE EVOLVING EXTENDED
ECOSYSTEM
AN OVERVIEW OF CORNERSTONE TECHNOLOGIES
FROM DIGITAL DESIGN TO DIGITAL STOREFRONT
If product design and development has a hub, it’s
historically been PLM. For forward-thinking brands, the
last decade has been defined by adop�ng PLM as a way
to consolidate, centralise, and work with a single set of
unified product data across in-house departments and
in the value chain. More op�ons are emerging today
that could threaten the dominance of PLM in that role,
but for many brands and retailers – especially larger
organisa�ons – PLM is s�ll, and will con�nue to be, the
place where their cri�cal product informa�on lives, and
it’s the loca�on that any extended process or solu�on
that needs to make use of that informa�on needs to
integrate to.
For that reason, we have seen PLM being used as the
backbone of a lot of modern brand and retail technology
architectures and ecosystems. And for the same reason,
we have seen its use being extended outside the walls
of brand headquarters and satellite offices – with secure
access being granted to trusted suppliers.
Prior to COVID, but especially in the wake of the
pandemic, PLM therefore fell naturally into a role at the
centre of digital transforma�on strategies. As more
brands and retailers began to trial technologies like 3D
design, development tools and IoT connec�vity, and to
extend their use of 2D CAD/CAM, ERP, and supply
chain management in their drive to digi�se, PLM
became even more entrenched as the engine that would
drive the end-to-end integra�ons necessary to deliver
on their vision of a connected digital ecosystem.
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Those integra�ons vary drama�cally in their maturity
and their future poten�al, with extremely deep, proven
links between solu�ons like Adobe Illustrator and PLM
being common enough to be considered an industry
standard, compared to more ad-hoc integra�ons
between other pla�orms that are not yet as firmly
established. The approach to these integra�ons also
varies, between bespoke integra�ons and open,
documented, web-standard API hooks, with middleware
somewhere in-between.
This overview sets out what the combined WhichPLM
and The Interline teams see as some of the most
important technologies across the en�re apparel,
footwear, and accessories value chain today. Many of
these can exist independently of PLM, but almost all
benefit in a huge way from being able to tap into a single
accurate source of unified product data and assets.

eCommerce
Online selling – across DTC channels, third party
marketplaces, and eTail wholesale rela�onships – has
defined the pandemic period, and early indica�ons from
China are that eCommerce could be set to become a
majority channel worldwide in the near-term future. To
cater for this explosion in online sales, brands are rapidly
trying to supercharge their own direct channels, at the
same �me as evalua�ng which wholesale and
marketplace rela�onships make sense and which they
should withdraw from for brand protec�on reasons.
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Ar�ficial Intelligence / Machine Learning
If digital selling is the next major ba�leground, then
intelligent pla�orms that help brands make informed
decisions on what to sell are likely to become essen�al
weapons for the organisa�ons that have not already
adopted them.
The terms ar�ficial intelligence (AI) and machine learning
(ML) have a chequered history in a range of industries –
fashion and retail included. Those labels have been
applied to many use cases where they were not jus�fied,
and technology decision-makers are rightly scep�cal of
new solu�ons that brand themselves as being AI-driven.
Despite that healthy pessimism, though, AI and ML are
being successfully deployed at mul�ple stages of the
value chain, and their impact will be felt in a more
significant way very soon.

Across all of those avenues, there is a gigan�c
requirement for product data, product photography, and
3D assets – all properly organised, and all made
accessible in an interoperable format. Managing this
requirement is one of the foremost challenges facing
brands in 2021, and is also likely to be one of the
primary catalysts for digi�sa�on and automa�on as
businesses con�nue to expand their digital capabili�es.

poten�ally to one or more third party marketplaces. All
of these touchpoints will require mul�ple images per
colourway,
exhaus�ve
product,
construc�on,
composi�on, and sustainability details, and more –
crea�ng a scenario where sheer volume makes
automa�on a necessity, and manda�ng the use of PIM
and DAM func�onality that either forms a component
of PLM, or is integrated to the brand’s PLM solu�on.

For a brand of medium enterprise scale and above,
products created in PLM and connected design,
development, and produc�on solu�ons are likely to
need to be exported to the brand’s own direct to
consumer pla�orm, to a range of different eTail partners
that may use Shopify or other compe�ng pla�orms, and

And while 3D may dominate asset crea�on at the
moment, physical product photography is likely set to
resume in the la�er half of 2021, increasing the need for
automated a�ribute tagging pla�orms – of which
several already exist, making use of our second
cornerstone technology: machine learning.
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In trend analysis, services like WGSN and Retviews (now
a Lectra company) are quietly shi�ing to a synthesis of
AI-gathered research and human interpreta�on, while
pure data-scraping and modelling services like EDITED
and Omnily�cs are automa�ng that same process. And
beyond the product level, pla�orms such as Placer are
mining the movement of people at an extremely
granular level to provide totally novel insights into the
performance of bricks and mortar stores.
The above pla�orms are already being used to inform
design decisions, but ML is also set to become a
valuable design assistant, with genera�ve models that
can automate the design (and even poten�ally the
technical development) of itera�ve products, new
colourways and deriva�ve styles, and more. Most
notably, retail business S�tch Fix has expanded its use
of AI and ML beyond the ini�al applica�on of making
predic�ve style recommenda�ons for shoppers, and into
the role of design assistants.

At the same �me, ML is opera�ng invisibly behind the
curtains of most major eCommerce pla�orms – not just
for product search, using pla�orms like Constructor –
but also for real-�me A/B tes�ng of website
experiences, and for enhanced, context-aware product
recommenda�ons.
And beyond these applica�ons, machine learning has
established a prominent place for itself in consumer
engagement – from applica�ons like Modiface, which
power cosme�c try-on apps, to style assistants and
chatbots that are designed to help shoppers pare down
a complete inventory into a list of more manageable
op�ons.

2D CAD
Like AI and machine learning, 2D CAD is an allencompassing label that captures mul�ple different
technologies – from flat inspira�on vector sketches to
technical, to-scale garment drawings on me�culously
organised artboards, and from kni�ng func�onality to
texture mapping, and store designs with fixtures and
fi�ngs.
The Adobe Crea�ve Suite is the most obvious
manifesta�on of 2D CAD in the apparel and footwear
industries, since it has become firmly established as the
de facto standard for vector artwork, but it is not the
only solu�on in its niche. Compe�tors like Pointcarre
(wovens & prints) and Shima Seiki (knitwear) are smaller
forces, but niche players nonetheless.
Even in the age of 3D, the majority of crea�ve designs
s�ll begin life in 2D, which places great emphasis on the
importance of integra�ons to capture these ini�al
inspira�ons, ideas, and concepts. And as design
advances, the odds are good that any given brand has
made greater progress towards having robust libraries of
components, colour pale�es, materials, avatar sizes and
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so on in 2D than they have in 3D, and one of the
primary ques�ons facing crea�ve and technical design
teams is whether 2D CAD has a permanent place in the
future, or whether 3D simula�on linked to 2D technical
pa�erns is feasible as a workflow in its own right.

2D CAM
Under the umbrella of 2D CAM sit the range of different
so�ware-to-hardware pla�orms and solu�ons that
translate 2D concepts into prototypes and, eventually,
into finished products.
Historically the global leaders in 2D CAM (computer
aided manufacture) have been Gerber Technology and
Lectra, whose compe��on with one another drove
much of the innova�on in technical pa�ernmaking,
material yield op�misa�on, nes�ng, spreading, NC
cu�ng, and other manufacturing hardware. As of May
2021, however, Lectra will complete its acquisi�on of
Gerber Technology, pu�ng an incredibly broad
selec�on of manufacturing hardware and so�ware
under one roof, and consolida�ng a lot of the power in
the onramp from technical development to produc�on
– at least in apparel – under the one name of Lectra.
As brands across every product category begin to focus
their a�en�on on the intricacies of manufacturing,
though, solu�ons outside that dominant group are likely
to grow, including companies like Tukatech, Richpeace
and Crea – as well as the con�nued importance placed
on more focused applica�ons and hardware from
suppliers such as Shima Seiki.

Merchandise Planning
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In the current retail environment, where produc�on
happens closer to demand than ever before,
merchandise planning has assumed a heightened
importance. From ini�al design to channel alloca�on
and inventory distribu�on, merchandise planning as a
process captures the essence of both direct-toconsumer retail and wholesale: crea�ng products that
either respond to what the market wants, or create that
desire themselves.
Merchandise planning – along with financial planning,
assortment planning, material & colour planning, and
other methods of approaching the decision of what to
bring to market – has historically been covered in a
shallow way within PLM, leaving two planning tools to
corner the market in deeper, more analy�cal, predic�ve
planning: Oracle and Aptos.
While these two solu�ons remain dominant, there is
crossover between the disciplines of merchandising
planning, trend analysis, and retail planning, and
solu�ons like Nextail and EDITED that are now
considered to be inputs, outputs, and influences over
the planning process. And this is before we consider the
likely emergence of a new genera�on of machine
learning-driven planning tools.

Material Sourcing & Compliance Tes�ng
One of the last remaining fully analogue processes,
material sourcing has undergone rapid digi�sa�on in the
last few years. Today, there are numerous digital
materials pla�orms that operate scanning as a service
for producers and mills, and then present large, predigi�sed collec�ons to brands that have been reliant on
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a�ending material trade fairs and receiving physical
swatch books un�l recently.
Among the companies currently vying for market share
in the digital material sourcing space are Swatchbook,
Material Exchange, Fron�er, SwatchOn, and Substance
Source.
Each of these approaches the problem differently.
Swatchbook operates as a home for organising,
visualising and sourcing digital materials; Material
Exchange aims to simplify complex rela�onships
between footwear and apparel brands and material
suppliers; SwatchOn is an online fabric marketplace with

more than 200,000 fabrics with a strong emphasis on
sourcing physical fabrics rather than 3D-ready materials,
and with far smaller MOQs; the Fron�er pla�orm is
intended to democra�se digital material crea�on, with
strong support for suppliers, and AI-driven intelligent
discovery for brand users.
Then there is of course the Adobe Substance Suite,
including Painter (allowing users to paint and texture 3D
models), Source (a premium library of 3D materials with
parameters that can be adjusted on the fly), Alchemist
(designed for the authoring of 3D materials through
procedural genera�on), and Designer (allowing users to
create their own realis�c 3D materials through

knowledge of kni�ng and weaving, as well as the
pla�orm’s own logic engine).
While these pla�orms are focused mainly on nontechnical apparel crea�on, all of them are in the process
of adding detailed sustainability creden�als to their
material archives to assign each an index score, and
similar efforts are underway to include tes�ng results
and cer�fica�on for the suitability of a given material for
a par�cular product type.
Beyond these new digital material pla�orms, mills are
also scanning and building their own internal libraries,
sharing their latest designs with exis�ng clients, and at
the same �me invi�ng customer feedback to co-design
new material developments.

Material Scanning
Every material sourcing pla�orm is populated with
materials that have either been authored (as is the case
with many of Substance Source’s library of bespoke
parametric materials) or, in many cases, scanned from a
swatch or larger length of physical material.
The process of scanning those materials can be
incredibly technical, in instances where high fidelity end
results are necessary, or quicker, where only a passing
resemblance is needed. Companies like Vizoo and XRite produce technical scanning hardware, with X-Rite in
par�cular catering to the high end of the market –
although X-Rite has recently developed a handheld
scanner that should fall somewhere in between the
high-fidelity results of its TAC7 scanner and a simple
smartphone scan.
At the same �me, though, no brand or supplier should
ignore the poten�al for AI and machine learning
pla�orms to take rela�vely low-fidelity scans and to
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transform them into digital materials that are suitable for
much more demanding applica�ons. Here is where
solu�ons like Unity’s ArtEngine, which handles upresing, muta�on, seam removal and other automated
tasks, could poten�ally change the conversa�on
considerably – poten�ally removing the requirement for
costly digi�sa�on hardware from all but the most
technical applica�ons of digital materials.
And we should also men�on the completely different
approach to scanning that SO REAL have taken,
deploying medical grade X-Ray CT scanners for the
digi�sa�on of en�re products – including their internal
composi�on – to automate the produc�on of truly
authen�c digital twins, down to the micro scale.

Body Scanning & Body Data
Body scanning is an over-subscribed space. We have
long since lost count of the number of businesses that
are purpor�ng to be offering “revolu�onary” body
scanning applica�ons that use a smartphone camera, a
front and a profile photo, and synthesise a fairly
accurate 3D model of the user’s body from these.
These solu�ons are, in their purely func�onal sense,
interchangeable, and consumers have shown
themselves to be hesitant to embrace them without
addi�onal jus�fica�on in the form of improved fit, smart
product recommenda�ons, and other incen�ves.
Where the real value of this process lies is in the body
data it generates, which can be aggregated, anonymised,
and used by a brand to itera�vely transform the way
they design products with a real target consumer in
mind, the way they create experien�al retail, and the
impact that returns have on their business.
Companies that have made bigger strides towards
realising this vision for the use of body data to create a
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virtuous loop include 3DLOOK – perhaps the largest
player in this field – and 3D-A-PORTER, Alvanon,
Avalu�on and Vitronic, which is in the process of turning
its historical dress forms and segmented digital avatar
business into a going concern for more tailored digital
avatars.

3D Design, Simula�on, and Visualisa�on
Under the heading of “digital product crea�on” (DPC)
3D design, simula�on, and visualisa�on has become one
of the retail, footwear, and apparel industry’s most
sought-a�er technologies. The most common names in
3D are, of course, Browzwear, CLO, and Op�tex, but a
wide range of footwear specific solu�ons (including
Rhino, RomansCAD, Foundry’s Modo and others) and
other category-specific op�ons also exist – with varying
degrees of emphasis on engineering accuracy or
aesthe�c realism.
S�cking to design and development for the moment,
there are also at least two 3D solu�ons that have thus
far been concentrated on selling to businesses in Asia
(China and South Korea respec�vely), Style3D and ZEmo�on. Both of these, and no doubt others, are now
forging a path into the rest-of-world market.
Beyond design and development, 3D is seeing real
uptake in downstream applica�ons, including virtual
photography (through offline renderers and through
staging pla�orms such as Adobe Dimension) augmented
reality experiences, embedded 3D objects for
eCommerce and much more.

3D Asset Management
As 3D and digital product crea�on strategies extend
further beyond the walls of brand HQ and close supply
chain partners, a crisis is looming in 3D-specific digital
asset management.
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The files generated by Browzwear, CLO, Op�tex and
other design and simula�on solu�ons that emphasise
pa�ern accuracy are large – o�en in the order of 300mb
and upwards – and have limited interoperability
between different AR standards for social media
(Snapchat, Google, Facebook / Instagram etc.). They
also contain a great deal of informa�on that is
redundant for downstream applica�ons – both in terms
of product metadata, but also in the sense of raw
geometric detail.
For brands wishing to adopt a “create once and reuse”
approach to 3D – which is, in our opinion, the right
approach – those limita�ons are going to become
significant obstacles.
At least one 3D asset
management and content management pla�orm –
VNTANA – proposes to fix this problem through lossless
or lossy compression, geometric decima�on, omnichannel compa�bility, and other op�misa�ons and
automa�ons.
We believe VNTANA has already been integrated to one
of the leading PLM pla�orms, and that synergy could
poten�ally offer a significant leg-up for any brand
looking to use 3D assets more broadly.

Digital Avatars & Digital Fashion
Tied to the rise in the use of 3D assets for downstream
applica�ons is the ques�on of whether those assets
should be sold as products in their own right, divorced
from the physical garment, shoe, or accessory they
represent. This area, which is dubbed either digital
fashion or virtual fashion, is currently seeing a flurry of
interest, but at this �me a lot of different prac�cal,
technical,
and
commercial
ques�ons
remain
unanswered.
Integra�on between 3D design tools for apparel and
footwear, and popular game engines such as Unreal
Engine and Unity could offer a streamlined route to
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realising the poten�al of digital-only sales, and our team
is in ac�ve talks with every party in this conversa�on to
help steer research & development to support real-life
use cases.
One of those engines, Unreal, is also home to the
MetaHuman Creator, which is a user-friendly tool that
allows anyone with even cursory experience of game
logic to create believable-looking digital human-models
that can be used for both high-fidelity virtual
photography and mobile-na�ve eCommerce and AR
experiences, effec�vely democra�sing the en�re
modelling industry. At the �me of wri�ng there is no
established workflow to take a garment from
Browzwear, CLO, or Op�tex – or a shoe from
RomansCAD, Rhino or another footwear solu�on – and
dress those MetaHumans, and neither is there sufficient
body data and body type / sizing configurability to make
these MetaHumans viable as digital fit models, but both
of those are items on the developers’ roadmaps.
This is not an area that any brand should necessarily be
focusing investment today, but it is certainly one to
watch for the near future.

Colour Management
Many businesses already operate colour management
systems – the most notable being the PantoneLIVE
pla�orm, a centralized repository where colours and
opera�ng procedures are securely stored. Similarly,
many PLM solu�ons – some in much greater detail than
others – offer some level of colour management in
so�ware and / or hardware, and lab dip processing and
approvals that are o�en managed this way. We feel that
it is important to callout that very few PLM vendors
have integra�ons to PantoneLIVE, which in many ways
follows the model of Adobe Illustrator in that it is the
fashion sector’s preferred standard for colour!
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There is also at least one dedicated Colour Lifecycle
Management solu�on that exists independently of PLM
(sold by the PLM vendor DeSL), which aims to make the
science of colour more universally understood, and
more accessible.
For a business of sufficient size, there is considerable
poten�al for improvement in the management of colour
in brand-to-supplier rela�onships – especially where the
digital colour management and approval process is
concerned.

3D Prin�ng / Addi�ve Manufacturing
Un�l recently, 3D prin�ng has been a couturier’s
technology, deployed for the purposes of bringing to life
ar�s�c crea�ons that either were not possible using
tradi�onal manufacturing methods and materials, or as
a way of pursuing new integra�ons between embedded
technology and apparel. Examples of this ar�s�c
applica�on of addi�ve manufacturing include
collec�ons by Iris Van Herpen, social art projects by
Anouk Wiprecht, and collec�ons by Danit Peleg.
In almost all of these cases, the 3D prin�ng used
polymers and plas�cs, but similar approaches have also
been taken with fibres (included electrosta�c binding),
kni�ed construc�ons, and innova�ve sole designs for
footwear that would not have been easy or possible to
realise without those technologies.
3D prin�ng, however, does not need to be confined to
those material types, and different suppliers have had
success in prin�ng bu�ons, zipper pullers, and other
furniture using metallic substances, upcycled materials,
metals, and other sources.

Digital Material Prin�ng

Digital Dyeing

Material sourcing is currently one of the most
problema�c areas of apparel and footwear produc�on;
supply chains remain constrained by the pandemic, and
need to create prototypes and samples more quickly
than ever.

Similarly, those brands and retailers who operate small
produc�on runs (or are planning to in the future) will
sooner or later encounter the poten�al of dyed-tomatch (DTM) digital thread dyeing. Next to material
sourcing, thread is one of the foremost contributors to
delays in produc�on, as well as being a major source of
overstock, waste, and environmental damage.

For fabrics, brands and retailers that either manage or
very closely collaborate with their produc�on facili�es
are turning to digital prin�ng as a way of producing
fabrics in the right colours and pa�erns on-demand.
This is dis�nct from direct to garment (DTG) prin�ng,
which is focused on applying artwork and prints to
already-produced garments, and direct to fabric (DTF)
prin�ng is concentrated on the crea�on of lengths of
fabrics (far less than the MOQs that would be typical of
even
the
most
carefully-nego�ated
supplier
rela�onship) that can be used almost instantly in
prototype and sample produc�on, or even in bulk
manufacturing today.
Leading digital prin�ng company Kornit recently
partnered with Gerber Technology to install an Allegro
direct to fabric printer as part of Gerber’s “microfactory”
proof of concept, with the output of the printer being
synchronised directly to the input of the cu�ng
machine, crea�ng a seamless workflow from
eCommerce to digital print, to cut, sew, and finish – all
in one room.
This may be an extreme example, but similar “nodes” in
the network of on-demand produc�on are already
springing up throughout the USA and Europe, and these
rely on either intelligent, hyper-reac�ve material
sourcing and alloca�on strategies, or alterna�ve
methods of actually producing their materials in-house.

Digital thread dyeing proposes a closed-loop system
that allows yarns and threads to be dyed to any digital
colour reference on demand, in any length, in a ma�er
of minutes. This opens the door to both rapid
prototyping and the poten�al for radical in-store
customisa�on of apparel and footwear, since thread can
be dyed with gradients to create truly unique colour
combina�ons.
At the �me of wri�ng, Twine Solu�ons is ahead of the
pack in this area, with ini�al proof of concept work
complete and now extending their R&D into produc�on
level machinery, with products landing on store shelves
that incorporate digitally-dyed thread.

Synthe�c Cos�ng
Synthe�c cos�ng refers to the ability for a (trained)
designer, technical designer, industrial engineer, or a
member of the sourcing team to calculate the likely cost
of a product – across materials and labour – to a finite
degree of accuracy when compared to real-life labour
calcula�ons. Increasingly, crea�ve designers are being
asked to assess the cost impact of their decisions, but
are finding their ability to do so limited by a lack of
insight into the opera�ons breakdown cost of a
par�cular product.
Many solu�ons – especially when mul�ple pla�orms are
integrated – can provide those insights into the cost of
materials, but the cost of labour is much harder to
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quan�fy without an accepted industry standard for
factory opera�ons. Such a standard does exist, and is
accredited by the Interna�onal Labour Organisa�on, as
well as being widely used as the single accepted
standard for quan�fying human labour in apparel
factories.
None of the leading PLM vendors have yet completed a
deep integra�on between their pla�orm and GSD, and
at present no 3D vendor has incorporated their seam
types and lengths into standard minute values within
their 3D simula�ons, but with these pieces in place it
would be possible (indeed fairly easy) for designers to
instantly know the true cost impact of their design
styling decisions, as well as providing a founda�on for
synthe�c factory planning and collabora�on.
The same methods can also be delivered by PLM
vendors, comple�ng similar integra�ons to SATRA
TimeLine, that is used to provide synthe�c cos�ng of
footwear designs and produc�on.

Factory Planning & Supply Chain
Transparency
In addi�on to wan�ng to know as much as possible
about the cost of their products, brands who work with
either strategic or contract manufacturing partners are
also demanding greater insight than ever into the inner
workings of their supply chains. Downstream this trend
is being driven by shoppers’ desires to know more about
where their products are made, by whom, and from
what materials. Upstream the emphasis is on having
visibility into factory capacity, machinery, order
confirma�on, skills matrix and more – to ensure a
smooth produc�on flow.
Unifying these two strands is one of the tools that the
retail, footwear and apparel industry has to approach
the vision for true supply chain transparency and a more
sustainable model of produc�on – one based on actual
insights and concrete plans, rather than assump�ons
and mandatory over�me.
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Supplier Collabora�on & Co-Crea�on
In line with the requirements of supply chain
transparency and evidence-based factory capacity and
commitment planning, closer collabora�on with
suppliers is a key target for any brand or retailer wishing
to be�er understand their supply chains and to leverage
the design, development, and produc�on exper�se that
their suppliers have built. This is redefining the
tradi�onal brand-to-supplier rela�onship from one of
uni-direc�onal order placement and fulfilment to one of
mutual co-crea�on.
To achieve this, it’s essen�al that strategic suppliers are
giving access to a single version of the facts as they
pertain to product data, technical specifica�ons, 3D
assets and more. Typically this is managed with PLM
being extended – through secure licenses rather than
disconnected vendor portals – to supply chain users, but
other methods of collabora�on also exist, and may be
used at different stages of a product’s lifecycle.

Real-Time Visibility
Beyond factory planning and co-crea�on lies the world
of truly connected manufacturing, with hardware-level
connec�vity and Internet of Things devices driving
dashboards and data aggrega�on tools providing real�me insights into produc�on as it happens, allowing
factories and their brand partners to react instantly.
The same level of insight (provided by companies like
ResQ) is also powering a new level of proac�ve quality
management.
The next few years will usher in a chapter of
interoperability linking both the downstream and
upstream processes. We hope that these insights into
our digital future will allow you to strategise your digital
journey...
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NEXT STEPS
FOR PLM
CUSTOMERS
It’s amazing to think that only 14 months ago we could
research the PLM market landscape and shortlist a small
group of poten�al vendors that could then be invited to
visit our premises and present their PLM product offerings.
Fast forward one year and that feels like an absurd request.
Just like retailers and brands have had to rethink their
models around virtual team mee�ngs and advancing to
virtual sampling, vendors of PLM systems have had to
rethink about how they engage with poten�al customers
and how they can implement PLM solu�ons remotely.
Today, mul�-tenancy PLM solu�ons are certainly one of
the architected pla�orms that can serve up ‘PLM on
demand’, even as a presenta�on to poten�al buyers;
vendors can now serve up solu�on demos and even
complete implementa�ons. During the pandemic, we have
been aware of mul�ple implementa�ons that have taken
place and in several cases we have been involved from an
audi�ng perspec�ve, and these implementa�ons have
con�nued on a posi�ve path towards realising benefits.
If there is one, clear message that this pandemic has
provided then it must be around sustainability and the
environmental impact brought about by fashion across the
supply chain. As customers of next genera�on PLM
solu�ons, I feel that it is cri�cal that PLM is used to help
reduce the environmental impact of fashion on the planet.
To this end, when it comes to implemen�ng a PLM
solu�on, project teams must consider sustainability across
the en�re value chain and should put sustainability
modules centre-front in their projects. In our opinion the
industry has been slow in taking sustainability seriously.
Retailers and brands have taken some basic steps, mainly
around the materials that are used to produce products,
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for example organic co�ons, Be�er Co�on, recycled
polyesters, Lyocell and other natural fibres.
It’s �me that we moved the sustainability agenda forward
when it comes to PLM. We need to move beyond the
selec�on of sustainable materials and into how we process
our products; the bill of material needs to be extended to
include sustainability scoring on materials, trims,
components, yarns and threads. Colourways and the
method of dyeing materials is also a cri�cal element of the
sustainability lifecycle, and new digital prin�ng methods
should be carefully considered as part of a retailer’s and
brand’s new way of opera�ng. And it’s not just the bill of
materials that ma�ers when it comes to the subject of
sustainability - it also includes the bill of labour. If, as a
brand or retailer, you are serious about sustainability, then
you must play your part in calcula�ng a fair bill of labour
that leads to a fair living wage for those machinists and
operators working to supply your finished products. To
arrive at a fair FOB price retailers and brands should
collaborate with their supplier partners to ensure both
par�es are working on factual, scien�fic cos�ngs.
Our final piece of advice for customers of PLM is to ensure
that when star�ng out on this journey you should scope,
design and implement across the en�re value-chain. Don’t
make the mistake of star�ng your PLM project by
implemen�ng in your headquarters and across your
departments, without giving careful thought and
considera�on to how your vendor partners will use and
benefit from this PLM implementa�on. Over and over,
we’ve witnessed retailers and brands selec�ng a PLM
solu�on, implemen�ng it in their headquarters and then
stalling, some�mes for years, before the PLM solu�on is

eventually rolled out to supplier partners. This is counterproduc�ve and can lead to unforeseen challenges later in
the project. Ge�ng early buy-in from everybody involved
in a product’s lifecycle, from early trend analysis to the
eventual sale to the consumer, can only be a good thing.
Over the past 12 months we, at WhichPLM, have been
working diligently on a new PLM Project Pack that, just like

other virtual services, has been designed to allow new
prospects of PLM to obtain advisory services that would
otherwise be shared during face-to-face mee�ngs. We
have taken great pains to document all of the cri�cal steps
in the process of researching, evalua�ng and planning for
your PLM journey, including cri�cally reducing associated
risks that are sadly too common in a PLM project.
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NEXT STEPS
FOR PLM
VENDORS
It’s been over 14 months since the start of the pandemic
and who would have imagined that the world would s�ll
be in some form of ‘lockdown’. Some countries are
speeding through vaccina�ons, whilst others, like India, are
suffering and will con�nue to do so for months to come.
When you analyse the fashion marketplace you can see
that what we’ve been predic�ng for the last few years - a
reduc�on in demand levels and further complexity of the
SKUs (stock keeping unit) - has indeed become today’s
reality and, in our opinion, will con�nue along this
trajectory.
We have witnessed an explosion in the use of virtual
sampling, some of which is linked to the downstream
sampling and rendering of high-fidelity imagery. One use
case for 3D virtual design and development is related to
upstream processes, with fidelity products suppor�ng ecommerce selling. PLM’s value in helping to streamline the
3D lifecycle process is s�ll very limited and is far from
delivering meaningful benefits. Having spoken to retailers
and brands that have been using PLM and 3D systems for
many years the reality is, unfortunately, s�ll some way off
delivering real quan�fiable benefits that can be directly
linked to the integra�on of PLM and 3D solu�ons. We’re
not sugges�ng for one minute that there are not benefits
to be had from integra�ng PLM to 3D solu�ons, but the
reality is that the benefits are s�ll very small. It’s �me to
rethink the use cases and avoid rushing into developing
integra�ons that offer li�le value to retailers, brands, and
users of both solu�ons and their value chain partners.
When it comes to integra�ng PLM to 3D digital solu�ons,
then we would suggest that it’s �me to step back and really
look at the digital processes. Re-evaluate the benefits of
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integra�ng each of these expanding pla�orms that,
opera�ng together, create virtual processes for both
downstream and upstream use cases - which can be very
different in terms of how and what will be used to create
the desired outputs. Keep in mind that the expanding
solu�on stack would include digital scanning of bodies,
feet, materials and components. Depending upon the use
case, these data assets could be large in file size. In this
case it is highly unlikely that these digital assets would be
made easily available from a PLM library and would most
likely come from a DAM (digital asset management)
solu�on. If the 3D use case is for downstream purposes
and will require high fidelity image rendering then,
following 3D design and engineering, the output would
move into a rendering engine. These are just examples of
the complexi�es related to the use of 3D and how it
integrates to PLM; you can see that it’s extremely complex
and requires careful thought and considera�on to expose
the true value of these integra�ons.
Last year we stated that “technology expenditure was not
guaranteed”: a sensible assessment at the �me. One year
later and we can say that we’ve experienced massive
increases in technology spending; in some cases we’ve
seen the equivalent of five years’ worth of spending in a
single year. Indeed, this year’s PLM sales (by customer
count) are at the highest level we have ever seen. And
we’ve experienced an explosive demand for 3D
technology. Further accelera�on in digital spend has gone
on material pla�orms. Mills have invested in their own
scanning capabili�es and are now coming to market with
their own material libraries.
We have also seen greater use of digital prin�ng linked to
sampling and small run produc�ons. One of the leading

digital prin�ng companies
has created an ecommerce marketplace
that
networks
its
hardware and so�ware
to allow retailers and
brands to locate printers
that can service regional
or in-country demand for
direct to garment or
direct to roll prin�ng
services. Having spoken
to brands and retailers
the feedback rela�ng to
the use of digital prin�ng
on bulk produc�on is s�ll
concerning, due to the
high cost of consumables
versus
tradi�onal
material dyeing methods.
Finally, PLM vendors will need to stay on top of the game
when it comes to reducing the heavy cost of implemen�ng
a PLM solu�on. The days of implementa�ons taking
hundreds of service days to complete are well and truly
gone! Implementa�ons will need to be made easier just like
the simplifica�on of so�ware. Virtual implementa�ons
should be considered the new norm. Today’s PLM
customers operate in a world full of apps that work out of
the box, and there is li�le or no appe�te for long, drawnout implementa�ons. We can also tes�fy, based on this
year’s PLM sales analysis, that the lower �ers (3, 4 and 5)
have seen the area of largest growth. And we can also see
that the mega brands and retailers are con�nuing to
upgrade their technology pla�orms and ecosystems; some

upgrading their PLM systems whilst others opt for new,
less complex and challenging solu�ons. It’s worth no�ng
that, at the higher �er levels, the degree of complexity is
many, many �mes greater than that of the lower �er
requirements and this is an area that will demand greater
integra�on and openness to all data residing within these
PLM solu�ons. Those vendors that target or service the
higher �ers need to up their games if they want to
con�nue to stay in the top flight of �er 0s, 1s and 2s.
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NEXT STEPS
FOR PLM

CONSULTANTS
Last year, when considering the future role of
implementa�on consultants in our 2020 Buyer’s Guide,
we started by saying ‘in light of the current crises’. Today
we start our final piece of this year’s Buyer Guide, by
sta�ng that we can see the light. But it’s not at the end of
the tunnel, rather within a new tunnel that is des�ned to
become our new way of doing business.

interviews to support a PLM implementa�on. Over the
last 14 months we have been no�fied of many
implementa�ons that have been delivered by virtual
means and have gone on to be successful projects, all be it
that they are s�ll in the early phases of rolling out the full
set of modules that can typically be found in a PLM
pla�orm.

This new norm has brought with it new technologies and
processes - the likes of 3D virtual design and development,
body scanning data, digital materials pla�orms, digital
prin�ng and dyeing technologies, digital colour approvals,
real-�me supplier data inputs and outputs, digital tools that
support sustainability and fair labour. Retailers and brands
con�nue to look at their analogue processes and search
for new process introduc�ons that can turn the analogue
into digital. This is a short list of examples of the broader
quest to digi�se our value chains. Taking this topic into
considera�on, consultants will need to spend considerable
�me in first ge�ng to know, and secondly gaining a good
degree of understanding and prac�sing how these
solu�ons can become part of a broader, more in-depth
PLM implementa�on project.

We would suggest that this model becomes the new
norm, even if it becomes a hybrid implementa�on that is
mixed with face-to-face sessions and virtual ones. What is
required is that consultants develop improved online
documenta�on and suppor�ng knowledge base to
improve each of the session’s delivery outcomes.

As stated in previous years, Tiers 0 and 1 s�ll u�lise the
lion’s share of professional services; going forward, unless
the implementa�on teams expand on the broader solu�on
stack knowledge, then brands and retailers will look
outside of the core PLM implementa�on team and will
u�lise third-party exper�se linked to specific solu�ons.
The pandemic has necessitated the need for consultants
to undertake virtual implementa�ons. Winding �me back
just two years ago it would be reasonable for any
consultant to say no to carrying out video conference
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Today’s consultants and PLM implementa�on experts
need to increase their knowledge and exper�se linked to
the growing number of technology solu�ons that will
impact and/or use the outputs coming from PLM. Rather
than focusing on how to implement the PLM solu�on
these teams will need to support process owners in
developing expert-led best-prac�ce processes. PLM
implementa�on teams will need to gain a greater
understanding of the problems and how these problems
can be turned into opportuni�es, based upon delivering
the how.
The implementa�on teams that want to survive will need
to become process experts across the en�re chain from
trend analysis, using ar�ficial intelligence and machine
learning, to understanding the intricate details and use
cases related to 2D design (Adobe Suite), 3D design and
development, digital manufacturing techniques and data
transparency. With the introduc�on of low-code and nocode technologies, this new genera�on of process experts

will become cri�cal in delivering speed and value to
market.
As part of WhichPLM’s advisory services we have been
called in to audit PLM implementa�ons that in some cases
are faulted and have even had to stop, or in other cases
they have been slow to get off the ground. One of the
current findings on each of these PLM implementa�ons is

the lack of detailed knowledge of the processes and
solu�ons that are required to extend into or from PLM.
The fact is that o�en implementers do not know what
they do not know! It’s �me to recognise the facts and work
towards gaining the addi�onal knowledge that is required
for a modern-day PLM pla�orm implementa�on that will
be related and integrated to many other technical
ecosystems.
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GLOSSARY
WhichPLM has a history of introducing new ideas to the industry, and coining terms to be�er define and encapsulate exis�ng ones. The concept
of Extended PLM (E-PLM) originated with us several years ago, and throughout our editorial, analy�cal, and advisory work, we have helped to
define (or re-define) many common industry acronyms and terms.
Throughout this Buyer’s Guide, readers will find those industry acronyms and common terms used or alluded to by both our in-house team and
by vendors and consultants who appear in our lis�ngs. While we have made every a�empt to define these where they first occur, the nature of
this Buyer’s Guide means that not every reader will approach its content in a linear fashion, cover to cover.
In order to avoid confusion and provide absolute clarity for all common acronyms and phraseology, this glossary collects concrete defini�ons
from PLM experts of what we consider to be the most useful, contested, and popular PLM industry terms, arranged in alphabe�cal order.

should not be automa�cally considered equivalent to an internal license.

PLM = An acronym used in place of its longhand version, Product Lifecycle

Prospec�ve customers should also note that vendors’ approaches to these

Management. Considered to have superseded CPM in approximately 2003,

licenses differ drama�cally: some provide free-of-charge external user licenses;

PLM is a suite of tools (o�en collec�vely called a “pla�orm”) that enables

some assign a license fee; some choose not to dis�nguish between these and

retailers, brands and manufacturers to op�mise their product development

internal users; and s�ll others offer a stripped-down “vendor portal” instead,

processes, consolidate their data, and create a centralised, contemporaneous,

and do not recognise the term “external user” at all.

collabora�ve backbone for the people, products and processes that together
make up the lifeblood of their business. Although the acronym itself originated

Internal user = We define an internal user as an ac�ve, individual license

in the aerospace and automo�ve industries, today there are many vendors who

situated within the confines of the parent company – either its own offices,

provide proven PLM solu�ons to the retail, footwear and apparel industry,

satellite loca�ons, or interna�onal representa�ves.

either as their sole focus, or as one ver�cal amongst many.

License = A PLM solu�on is typically sold on a license basis, with each individual

Resourcing = Where we refer to a given vendor’s “resourcing”, or where (such

user that the customer predicts will need access to the solu�on (whatever their

as in this publica�on’s Vendor Profiles sec�on) we have requested sta�s�cs to

role) charged an individual license fee at an agreed rate. This applies to both

support a vendor’s “resources by region”, we are referring to individuals in the

internal users and external users. Pricing for both types of user can be subject

employ of the vendor who work in the area of PLM for retail, footwear and

to volume pricing. The word “license” may also be used to refer to the actual

apparel. This does not typically include third party implementa�on or

agreement between customer and vendor.

development partners, but these may fall under the umbrella of “resources”
where an extremely close rela�onship has been established between the

Maintenance = While vendors’ own defini�ons of the term “maintenance” vary,

vendor and its partners over the course of many years. It is clearly desirable that

2020/21 = Each WhichPLM publica�on represents a retrospec�ve look at the

By way of example, toys, pet care products in the so� category, home and

WhichPLM defines it as the ongoing contract between customer and vendor

these individuals have direct RFA industry experience in addi�on to deep

financial year that has gone before it, this Guide included. Our 2020 Buyer’s

office furnishings, eyewear, watches, and jewellery would be considered CPG

that s�pulates the provision of help desk support facili�es, as well as access to

product knowledge, but sadly this is not always the case, and in order to draw a

Guide, released in May 2020, examined trends, market analysis, topics, events,

Crossover product categories, and therefore brands and retailers who work in

bug fixes and enhancements to the licensed solu�on provided as GA (see

dis�nc�on between pure numbers and what we consider to be “real” apparel

end user feedback and more – all origina�ng from or pertaining to the fiscal year

these categories are, as of this Buyer’s Guide, considered valid for inclusion in

above). This does not typically include the costs of the implementa�on itself or

industry staff, we use the phrase “expert resources”.

2019/20, while this PLM Buyer’s Guide contains similar content, but from the

PLM vendor’s customer lists, and are covered by our Market Analysis. And while

any hos�ng costs, since these are usually factored into what are referred to as

financial year 2020/21. As a Bri�sh company, WhichPLM defines a fiscal year

this list is by no means exhaus�ve, pharmaceu�cals, food and beverage, beauty

“first year” costs, alongside licensing and more immediate services.

as beginning 1st April of the origina�ng year, and ending 31st March of the

and cosme�cs, white goods, and other similar products are considered to be

following one - so when we refer to “2020/21” in these pages, we mean the

tradi�onal CPG, and do not fall into the CPG Crossover category. These

New, signed customer or new-name sale = Readers will find this phrase

toys, automo�ve and home furnishings upholstery / tex�les industries.

period from 1st April 2020 to 31st March 2021 rather than both full calendar

products (and the brands and retailers that sell them) are not, therefore,

throughout our Vendor and Consultant Profiles, as well as our Market Analysis

Following on from last year’s Buyer’s Guide, both RFA and CPG Crossover

years.

included in either our Market Analysis, or in vendor customer lists.

sec�on. Where it is used, we are referring to a business that has, in the period

market segments are included in both our Market Analysis and PLM Vendor

we define as 2019/20, signed a deal with – in the case of the PLM Vendor

Lis�ngs.

RFA = A common industry acronym, RFA stands for retail, footwear and apparel,
and is widely-used shorthand for the fashion, accessories, jewellery, footwear,

CAD = An acronym for ComputerAided Design, which collec�vely refers to any

E-PLM = Shorthand for “extended PLM”, E-PLM is a catch-all term referring to

Profiles - an apparel PLM vendor to acquire that vendor’s PLM solu�on ready

so�ware pla�orm - including peripherals and hardware accessories - that

any of a massive variety of product development related applica�ons or data

for implementa�on across one or more brands, and with any number of

ROI = Return on Investment refers to the main metric by which

enables a designer to work digitally rather than on paper, to agreed upon and

repositories that should rightly be considered a part of the product

licensed users. Customers who adopted a different solu�on from the same

implementa�ons of any enterprise system is typically judged: financial

replicable standards of measurement.

development environment for the purposes of integra�on and data integrity.

vendor without PLM – CAD, for instance – do not fall within this defini�on, and

performance rela�ve to the required investment. Despite some reduc�ons in

Today, digital transforma�on ini�a�ves centre around the crea�on of a unified

neither do customers of ERP, warehouse management and so on, unless they

the total cost of ownership of PLM, the expenditure involved in licensing,

Cloud = A catch-all term for any applica�on, deployment, or strategy that

technological environment comprising E-PLM, PLM and other enterprise

bought and adopted those solu�ons concurrently and in addi�on to PLM. For

implemen�ng, and maintaining a modern solu�on remains significant. As a

involves distributed processing or storage. Historically, these were split into

solu�ons. Our usage of this acronym has decreased over �me, however, and as

the reasons s�pulated in its defini�on, PDM does not qualify as PLM for the

result, PLM projects should only be undertaken when a clear ROI business case

So�ware as a Service (SaaS), Managed Services, and a host of other labels, but

you will no�ce as you read this publica�on, we now prefer to use the catch-all

purposes of this Buyer’s Guide, and customers of PDM (and CPM) are not

has been assembled – an objec�ve analysis of how soon and in what form the

while the differences between these approaches remain, WhichPLM considers

term “digital solu�ons” to refer to technologies that support the goal of digital

included in overall figures or sta�s�cs for 2019/20, falling well outside the

chosen solu�on can be expected to deliver a financial return greater than the

the most important dis�nc�on today to be between whether a solu�on is

transforma�on outside the PLM purview of design, development, and sourcing.

scope of this publica�on.

cost of obtaining it.

hosted on-site (i.e. on hardware owned and maintained by the customer) or offsite, in data centres owned and maintained by the vendor. While this is not

ERP = Enterprise Resource Planning is o�en cited as being one of two large

PDM = An acronym that saw widespread use prior to the year 2000, when

Seat = Essen�ally interchangeable with “license”, seat refers to an ac�ve,

always the case, a cloud deployment is o�en �ed to a subscrip�on pricing

business systems that sit at the heart of a modern retail or brand environment

Product Data Management solu�ons were considered to be the best possible

maintained individual so�ware license – i.e. a human being occupying a seat at

model, rather than the tradi�onal upfront license / ongoing maintenance model.

– the other being PLM itself. ERP is more financially and logis�cally-oriented

tools available to retailers, brands and manufacturers seeking to modernise their

a desk, performing a job role, and ac�vely using the so�ware in ques�on.

than PLM, and although this is not an exhaus�ve defini�on, the simplest

product development environments. As the name suggests, these systems

CPG & CPG Crossover = Short for Consumer Packaged Goods, CPG is an

method of delinea�ng the two is to remember that PLM handles all product

were focused on the produc�on, cataloguing and communica�on of product

UI / UX = These two acronyms are not – despite common misuse –

extremely broad term that, along with Retail, Footwear and Apparel (RFA)

development tasks, passing its informa�on on to ERP at the point that a product

data – typically in the form of a PDF “tech pack”. Although these solu�ons were

interchangeable. UI refers to the user interface of a given piece of so�ware –

captures almost every product category for retail goods, besides food and

becomes a reality and enters the ordering, shipping, alloca�on, and selling

later web-enabled, refined and enhanced as the industry progressed, eventually

the actual design and interac�vity components through which the user

beverage. Star�ng from last year, our Market Analysis contains customers that

process.

more fully-featured, web-based solu�ons that handled a greater variety of

experiences raw func�onality. UX, on the other hand, is a farther-reaching term,

processes emerged, and PLM replaced PDM in virtually all of the territories

used to denote the broader experience of actually working with that so�ware.

fall under the umbrella of CPG Crossover. Coined by WhichPLM, this category
is designed to capture those PLM customers who fall somewhere in between

External user = We define an external user as an ac�ve, individual license

WhichPLM covers. No major vendor focuses on selling PDM systems today,

UX will include UI, but will also factor in other aspects like speed, social

the RFA market that WhichPLM has covered for close to a decade, and more

situated outside the parent company – typically within the offices of one of its

and the majority that previously did have established clear transi�onal

collabora�on, click rates, the flow of informa�on and more.

tradi�onal consumer products. Broadly speaking, crossover products will s�ll

geographically distant supply chain partners. These users will likely have

programmes to move their legacy PDM customers to their modern PLM

incorporate so� materials and tex�les or employ similar processes to apparel.

restricted access to the PLM solu�on, so the func�onality of an external license

pla�orm.
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